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CHAPTER 252
The Municipal

Draina~e

Act

1. In this Act,
(a) "construction" means the original opening, making,
excavating or completing of drainage work;
(b) "county" includes a provisional judicial district;

(c) "county court" incl udes a district court;
(d) "court of revision" means a court of revision constituted under this Act for t he trial of complaints
respecting assessments for drainage work;

(e) "initiating municipality" means the municipalit y
und ertaking the construction of any drainage work
to which this Act applies;

(f) " judge" means the senior, junior, or acting judge of
the county or district court of the county or district
in which the municipality assessing lands oc roads for
a drainage work is situate, but does not include a
deputy judge;
(g) "maintenance" means the preservation and keeping in repair of a drainage work;
(h) "municipality" does not include a county, except as
an owner within the meaning of clause i ;
(~")

"owner" or "actual owner" includes the executor or
administrator of an owner's estate, the guardian of
an infa nt owner, any person entitled to sell or convey
the land, an agent of an owner under a general power
of· attorney or under a power of attorney empowering
him to deal with lands, and a municipal corporation
as regards highways and bridges under its jurisdiction;

(j) "public utility" means any waterworks, gasworks,
including works for the production, transmission,
distribution and supply of crude oil or liquid or
gaseous hydrocarbons or auy product or by-product
thereof or natural or manufactured gas or any
mixture or combination of the foregoing, electric
heat, light and power works, and telegraph and
telephone lines;

Interpretation
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(k) "referee" lllC<'lliS the referee for the purpose of the
drainage laws of Ontario as hereinafter provided;
(l) "reference" means a reference or transfer to the
referee under this Act;
(m) "relief" means relieving from liability for causing

water to flow upon and injure lands or roads;
(n) "sufficient outlet" means the safe discharge of water
at a point where it will do no injury to lands or roads.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 1; 1957, c. 77, s. 1.
CO~STR UCTIO~

OF DRAINAGE WORK

U ndcrta king
o f works
o n petition

2.-(1) Upon the petition of the majority in number of the
resident and non-resident persons, exclusive of farmers' sons
not actual owners, as sho,vn by the last revised assessment
roll to be the owners of the lands to be benefited in any area
as described in the petition within any township, village, town
or city, to the mu11icipal council thereof, for t he drainage of
the area as described in the petition by me.c--.ns of drainage work,
that is to say, the construction of a drain or drains, the deepening, straightening, wide11ing, cleari11g of obstructions, or otherwise improving of any stream, creek or watercourse, the
lowering of the waters of any lake or pond, or by any or all of
such means as may be set forth in the petition, the council may
procure an engineer or Ontario land surveyor to make an
examination of the area to be drained, the stream, creek, or
watercourse to be deepened, straightened, wide11ed, cleared of
obstructions or otherwise improved or the lake or pond the
waters of which are to be lowered, according to the prayer of
the petition, and to prepare a report, plans, specifications and
estimates of the drainage work, and to make an assessment of
the lands and roads within the are.c'l to be benefited and of any
other lands and roads liable to be assessed as hereinafter provided, stating as nearly as may be, in his opinion, the proportion of the cost of the work to be paid by ever y road and lot or
portion of lot for benefit and for outlet liability a nd relief
from injuring liability as hereinafter defined. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 246, s. 2 (1).

Initiating
proceedings
for drat nage
of highwa y

(2) The provisions of this Act apply and extend to any
case where the drainage work is required for the drainage of
a road or portion thereof and in any such case the municipal
council may proceed upon a petition describing the road or
part of road to be drained, and signed by the engineer or road
s uperintendent appointed under The Highway Improvement Act
by the department, county , commission or township having
control over the road or, in the case of a road under the jurisdiction of a city, town or village, signed by the engineer of the

n.s.o. 1sao,
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municipality, and where the road forms the bounda ry between
two municipalities, the council of either municipality may
proceed on such petition. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 2 (2) ; 1954,
c. 59, s. 1.
(3) The provisions of this Act apply and extentl to every When~
case where the drainage work can only be effectually executed f::s;:~~fng
by embanking, pumping or other mechanical opera tion, butrequlrect
in every such case the municipal council shall not proceed
except upon the petition of at least two-thirds of the owners
of lands within the area described according to subsection l.
(4) If from the lands or roads of any municipality, cor- When l a nd s
. or m
. d'IV!'d uaI , water IS
. by any means caused to fl ow assessed
m ay be ror
porat1on
upon and injure the lands or roads of any other municipality, ;;~1!Nr~~.lf
corporation or individual, the lands and roads from which the
water is so caused to flow may, under all the formalities and
powers contained herein, except the petition, be assessed and
charged for the construction and maintenance of th e drainage
work required for relieving the injured lands or roads from
such water, and to the extent of the cost of the work necessary
for their relief as may be determined by the engineer or surveyor, court of revision, county judge or referee, a nd such
assessment may be termed "injuring liability".

(5) The lands and roads of any municipality, corporation or When lar.ds
individual using any drainage work as an outlet, or for which ~r!~qs~~ ror
when the work is constructed an improved outlet is thereby ;;~~~~~~t~ ..
provided, either directly or through the medium of any other
drainage work or of a swale, ravine, creek or watercourse,
may, under all the formalities and powers contained herein,
except the petition, be assessed and charged for the construction and maintenance of the drainage work so used as an
outlet or an improved outlet, and to the extent of the cost of
the work necessary for any such outlet, as may be determined
by the engineer or surveyor, court of revision, county judge or
referee, and such assessment may be termed "outlet liabili ty".
(6) The owners of the lands and roads made liable to as- certain
sessment under subsection 4 or 5 shall neither count for nor ?~'·g;:;;..;~~,~r
ag-ainst the petition. required by subsection 1 unless within the 1~~~fi~~~~~~t
a rea therein described.
(7) The assessment for injuring liability and outlet liability Basis of
·
4 an d 5 s I1aII b c b ased upon t I1c assessmellt
prov1'ded for ·111 su b sectwns
volume, and shall also have regard to the speed of the water
artificially caused to flow upon the injured lands or into the
drainage work from the lands and roads liable for s uch ass('ssments.
(8) Any lauds or roads from which the flow of surface nenetlt
·
k cut o ff , may b c a ::;scs:;cu. 1 anu. 1 cut olf
water ·IS b y any d rau1age
wor-

by
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c harged for same by the engineer or surveyor of the municipa lity doing the work, and such assessment sha ll be classified
and scheduled as benefit. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 2 (3-8).
Furno of

t>etil ion

3 . The petition )';hall be according to Form 1, or to the
like dTect. R .S.O. 1950, s. 246, s. 3.
D GTIES 0 1; Ei:\GINEI::R OR SU RVEYOR

Oath nf

cngin('>~r or
S IU"\•C'yor

4.- (1) .-\ ny engineer or surveyor employed or appointed
by a municipal council to perform any work under this Act,
including the assessment of real property for the purpose of
drainage work, shall before entering upon his d uty take and
s ubscribe the fo llowing oath, and shall leave it with, or send it
by registered mail to, the clerk of the municipality:
In the matter of the proposed drainage work (or as tlte case ma;>•
be) in t he township of (name).

I (1Umze in j11ll) of the Town of .................... in the County
of ........................ , Engineer (or Sur\'eyor) make oath and say (or
do solemnly declare and affirm):

That I will, to the best of my skill, knowledge, judgment and
ability, honestly and faithfully and without fear of, favour to, or .
prejudice against any owner or owners, or other person or persons
whomsoever, perform the duty assigned to me in connection with
the abo\'e work and will make a t rue report thereon.
Sworn before me at the .................... of .................. ..
in the County of .................... , this ........................... .
day of ................................................ , A.D. 19......... ..
.-\ Commissioner, etc.
Fai lure t o
take out h
not to
inntlidatE'

(2) The failure of the engineer or surveyor to take the oath
does not invalidate any proceedings taken under this Act.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 4.

A;;.~e:;sment

5 .- (1) The engineer or surveyor, in assessing t he lands to
be benefited or otherwise liable for assessment under t his Act,
need not confine his assessment to the par t of t he lot actually
a ffected, bu t he shall never theless in his report show t he approximate nun1ber of acres contained in the part affected by
his assessment.

of land
rorrected

Su bdi vision
of parcel

(2) Where a parcel of land has been assessed by the engineer
or s urveyor, and one or more parts of t hat parcel is sold after
the final revision of the assessment, t he clerk of t he municipality in which the parcel is situate shall direct the engineer
or surveyor in writing to apportion t he assessment c ha rged
against the pa rcel among the parts into which the parcel is
divided.

::-:otlce to

(3) The clerk shall send a copy of the direction by registered
mail to the O\\'!lers of t he parts into which the parcel is divided.

nsse~>:ed

ownc r:-l
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(4) The engineer or surveyor in making the apportionment Apportionshall have regard to the part of the parcel affected by the drain- ::!~is~ent
age work, and sha ll make the apportionment in writing and
file it with the clerk who shall attach it to the origina l assessment, and the apportionment is binding upon the lands
assessed a nd the ra te sha ll thereafter be levied a nd collected
accordingly.
(5) The costs of the engineer shall be borue and paid by Cos.ts or
the parties in the manner which may be fixed or appor tioned engmeer
by the engineer.

· (6) 'Where an owner of lands not assessed for a drainage Subsequent
work subsequently connects the lands with the work for the ~~rg~c;!~~-s
purpose of drainage, the engineer or surveyor shall assess the age work
owner for a just proportion of the work, regard being had to
a ny compensation paid such owner in respect of the work, and
thereupon every owner assessed for the work shall be given a
proportionate reduction in the charges assessed against his
land, but no owner shall connect such la nds to the work without the approval of the council of the municipality. R.S.O.
1950, c. 246, s. 5.

6. The assessment upon a ny la nds or roads for any drain- Assessment
age work may be shown by the engineer or surveyor placing ~~;v~~n
sums of money opposite the lands or roads, and it is not nee- money
essary to insert the fractional part of the whole cosl to be
borne by the lands or roads. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 6.
7. The engineer or surveyor, when required by the council, Ptan_s. specl.
.
ft cattons and
s ha II mak e p Ians, spect'fications
an d detat'led estimates
o f t he estimates
drainage work to be constructed and charge the same to the
work as part of its cost . R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 7.
8.- (1) The engineer or surveyor shall in his report and Br1ictge.~ and
. tes provtde
. for t he constructiOn,
.
ver.., on
estima
enI argemenl or otIler cu
highwaya
improvement of any bridges or culverts throughout the course
of the drainage work rendered necessary by the work crossing
any public highway or the travelled portion thereof, and he
shall in his assessment apportion the cost of bridges a nd culverts between the drainage work and the municipa li ty or
municipalities having jurisdiction over such public highway
as to him may seem just.

(2) Any municipality may pass a general by-law for the Ce nern l bl'·
purpose of assuming, as a charge upon the genera l funds of the :~~~e:s"~~"'"
municipality, the whole or such portion as the by-law 111ay f:>r~dc~~:c;;·~M,
determine of the construction and maintenance of all bridges highway•
or culverts rendered necessary by any drainage work crossing
public highways, or portions thereof within the municipality,
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and when such a by-law has been passed, it shall not be repealed, except with the permission of the referee, and so long
as the by-law remains unrepealed, the engineer or surveyor
shall, in his assessment, apportion the cost of such bridges and
culverts in accordance with the by-law.
Cons tru ction o f
nccoss
br idges

(3) The engineer or surveyor shall also in his report and
estimates provide for the construction or enlargement of
bridges required to afTord access from the lands of owners to
the travelled portion of any public highway, and he shall
include the cost of the construction or enlargement of such
bridges in his assessment for the construction of the drainage
work, and they shall, for the purposes of construction and
maintenance, be deemed part of the drainage work, and the
maintenance thereof may include a ny enlargement from time
to time rendered necessary by the drainage work. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 246, s. 8 (1-3).

Furrn
brldgotl

(4) The engineer or surveyor shall in the same manner provide for the construction or enlargement of bridges and water
gates rendered necessary by the drainage work upon the lands
of any owner, and
(a) shall fix the value of the construction or enlargement
thereof to be paid to the respective owners entitled
thereto; or
(b) shall provide for the construction or enlargement
thereof by the drainage scheme,

and the land assessed for the drainage work is not nor is any
municipal corporation liable for keeping such bridges and
water gates in repair, but should the engineer or surveyor
deem it proper that any of such bridges or water gates be
maintained by the drainage scheme he may so provide by his
report. 1952, c. 64, s. 1.
.\llowunce
for ~>ever

(5) If the engineer or surveyor thinks it expedient to make
an allowance for severance to the owner instead of providing
for the construction, enlargement or other improvement of a
bridge as provided by subsections 3 and 4, he shall in his report
provide for payment to the owner of such amount as he may
think just by way of allowance for severance, and shall in his
assessment apportion such amount as he may think fit.

\llownn<.-e
for prh·nte
dll cho>1

(6) The engineer or surveyor shall likewise in his report
estimate and allow in money to any person, company or corporation the value to the drainage work of any private ditch
or draiu, or of any ditch constructed under any Act respecting
ditches or watercourses, which may be incorporated in whole
or in part into the drainage work or used therewith.

nnce
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(7) The engineer or surveyor shall further in his report Disposal of
. m
. w Itat manner t Ile matena
. I ta k·en f rom a ny d ralll. mntenal
determwe
taken from
.
I
.
I
.
.
I
f
I
II
age work , e1t 1er 111 t 1e constructiOn or repa1r t1ereo , s 1a be dral
worknn.:e
disposed of, and the amount to be paid to the rcl'pective persons entitled for damages to lands and crops, if any, occasioned thereby, and shall include such stuns in his estimates
of the cost of the drainage work or the repairs.
(8) The engineer or surveyor shall likewise in his repor t Allo':"ance
.
.
.
for r•gh L
estimate and allow m money to any person or corporatiOn the of way .
·
·
pumpi ng
value to the dramage
work· o f a ny Ia nd belongwg
to sue I1 works
person or corporation that it is necessar y to usc for the purpose
of the construction of a drainage work, or as a site for a pumping station to be used in connection with a drainage work, or
as a means of access to any such pumping station; provided,
however, that in the latter case the engineer or surveyor may
allow for right of way only if in his opinion such right of way
is sufficient for the purposes of the drainage work.

(9) Where, in the opinion of the engineer or surveyor, theAssessment
cost of continuing the drainage work to a point where the dis- R~;~:t'i~n
charge of water will do no injur y to lands and roads, or the t~r~~~");~~ s
cost of construct iug the drainage work with sufficient capacity ~~~it~~c~~
to carry off the water, .will exceed the a mount of injury likely an
ing drtaint to
ou 1e
to be caused to low-ly111g lands along the course of, or below
the termina tion of the work, instead of continuing the work
to such a point, or constructing it of such capacity, he may
include in his estimate of the cost of the dra inage wor k a sufficient sum to compensate the owners of such low-lying lands
for any injuries they may sustain from the drainage work, and
he shall in his report determine the amount to be paid to the
respective owners of low-lying lands in respect of such injuries.
(10) Any owner of lands affected by the drainage work, if A~peal to
dissatisfied with the report of the engineer in respect oi any re eree.
of the provisions of this section, may appeal therefrom to the
referee, and in every s uch case the notice of appeal shall be
served upon the head of the council of the initiating municipalit y and the clerk thereof within thirty d ays after the adoption of the engineer's report by the council, a nd the referee
may hear and determine the appeal in a summary ma nner
either on his own view of the premises and after hearing the
parties and if he sees fit, their witnesses, or he may direct that
the fu rther proceedings on such a ppeal shall be as hereinafter
provided in other cases of a ppeals to the referee, a nd the
referee on an a ppeal under this subsection may make such
order as to hilll seems just, and his decision is fin al.
(1 1) Any owner of lands affected by the drainage work Apfpeal to
.
re erec. on
may appeal from the report of the engineer to the referee upou ground of
.
.
excessive
t he ground that the benefits to be denvcd from the dra lllage cost
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work are not commensurate with the estimated cost thereof,
and in every such case the notice of appeal shall be served
upon the head of the council of the initiating municipality and
the clerk thereof within thirty days after the adoption of the
engineer's report by the council, and the referee may hear and
determine the a ppeal in a summary manner either on his own
view of the area affected by the drainage work or any part or
parts thereof and after hearing the parties and if he sees fit,
their witnesses, or he may direct that the further proceedings
on such appeal shall be as hereinafter provided in other cases
of appeals to the referee, and the referee on an a ppeal under
this subsection may make such order as to him seems just, a nd
his decision is final.
f>ecurltf for
costs o
appenl

{12) No appeal under subsection 11 shall be proceeded with
until the appellant has given security in the sum of $100 to be
deposited in money with the clerk of the initiating municipality tha t he will effectually prosecute the appeal and pay
such costs as may be awarded by the referee if his appeal is
dismissed.

~t.fs:~~ab&on

{13) Where the proposed drainage work is a work of conwatershed over
Conun d er TLl '"'
servation Authorities Act has jurisdiction, the conservation
authority may appeal from the report of the engineer to the
referee upon the ground that the work will injuriously affect
a scheme undertaken by the authority under such Act, and
the provisions of subsection 11 respecting the notice of appeal,
the powers of the referee and the decision of the referee apply
to any such appeal.

authority
struction and is to be undertaken within a
having juris·
) . h
·
h ·
bl' hed
diction
w uc a conservatiOn aut onty esta IS

~~·~20· J960,

~otlce to
persons
ussessed nnd
to owners
for whom

(14) Forthwith upon the filing of the engineer's report with
the clerk of the municipality, the clerk shall, by letter or posf
tal card, notify the parties assessed o such assessment and the
t't!,~~~~d amount thereof, and where more than one municipality is interested in the proposed work, the clerk of such other municipality or municipalities shall forthwith, upon the fi ling of a
copy of the engineer's report in their office, notify the parties
assessed of such assessment and the amount thereof, and he
sha ll also in like manner notify each of the owners of lands in
respect of which the report provides for compensation of the
date of filing the report, the amount awarded to such owner
for compensation and the d ate of the council meeting at which
the report will be read and considered.

Notloe to
conservation
nutborlty
havtne
Jurisdiction

{15) Where the proposed drainage work is to be undertaken within a watershed over which a conservation authority
established under The Conservation Authorities Act has jurisdiction, the clerk shall notify the secretary-tre.'lsurer of the
a uthority in writing of the location and estimated cost of the

Sec. 8 (22)
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work and of the date of the council meeting at which the report
will be read and considered.
(16) The engineer or surveyor shall a lso in his report, Engineer to
plans, specifications and profiles sufficiently record the descrip- 'b?n~); on
tions, locations and elevations of every bench mark or perm a- marks
nent level by which a drainage work is to be governed.
(17) The report of the engineer shall be filed within six Time ror
months after the filing of the petition, or within such furth er tiling report
time as the council may in its discretion from time to time
appoint, and the council may adopt the report of the engineer
if it sees fit notwithstanding that such report is made after
the six months herein fixed for making the same or a fter any
extended period fixed by the council under this subsection, but
if the engineer is unable to file his report within the time
specified, the referee on the application of the engineer for an
e-xtension of time, may extend the time for the fil ing of the
report, and shall notify the council of such extension.
(18) If the engineer neglects to make his report within the rr engineer
time limited by subsection 17, or within the time fixed by the ~~e~g:tto
council or referee under that subsection, he shall forfeit a ll ~~~~f~1tmay
claim for compensation for the work done by him upon the another
drain, and the council may employ some other engineer who
shall have the same duties and powers as if originally appointed and employed.
(19) A by-law passed by the council of any municipality By-law not
.
.
k un d er t h'IS A ct, to
be invalid
for t h e constr uction
o f any d ra1nage
wor'
by reason or
upon the report of the engineer, shall not be quashed or de- 'b~~gfn~~J
dared void or illegal by reason only that the report of the ~~~t~ssfx
engineer has not been filed within six months after the fil ing of
the petition provided for in this Act, or within the extended
period provided for in subsection 17.

(20) Where a drainage work or part of a drainage work is Public
to be constructed, repaired, improved or maintained upon, ~~~~\~u~~Y
along, adjoining, under or across the lands, permanent way, ~::~~age
transmission lines, power lines, wires, conduits or other permanent property of a public utility, the public utility has the
option of constructing, repairing, improving or maintaining
such work or part.
(21) I n the event of the public utility not exercising the Non. an d not comp1etUig
· sue h work- or part wtt
· h'111 a reason- exorcise
option
0 roption
able time and without unneccs&'lry delay, such work or p:ut
may be completed in the same nH\nner and under the sanH.'
authority as any other part of the work.

(22) In addition to all other sums lawfully assessed against Excess or
the property of the public utility under this Act, and even if~~~~· borne
the public utility is not otherwise assessable under this 1\ct,
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the public utility shall be assessed for and shall pay a ll t he
increase of cost of such work or part, caused by the construction and opera tion of the public utility.
Copy or
report, etc. ,
to ,, ,. lolic

(23) Where the public utility is to be assessed for the increase of cost of such work or part, caused by the construct ion
and operation of the public ut ility, t he council initiating the
work shall serve the public utility with a copy of the report,
plans and specifications, assess ments or other estimates of the
engineer or sur veyor in connection with the work.

AP.J?Clll hy

(24) The public utili ty so ser ved has, at a ny t ime within
three weeks a fter such service, a right to appeal to the referee
upon a ny question a rising in connection with the work or part
that is to be completed upon, a long, ad joining, under or across
its proper ty.

u ti i tr

u tility to

referee

( lrder or

(25) Upon an appeal under subsection 24, the refer ee shall
hear nnd adjudica te upon a ll questions ra ised in the notice of
appeal, may a mend the report appealed from, a nd may make
such order in the premises a nd as to the costs of the appeal as
may be deemed just. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 8 (5-25).

Power to

9.- (1) The engineer a nd his assistants when engaged in
the performance of their duties during or after the examination
of the loca lity, may pass over, m easure a long, ascerta in the
bearings of any line, plant the stakes that he deems necessary
for the performance of the work a nd take levels on the land of
any person.

referee

f)IR n t
st11 kes, etc.

Engineer t o

(2) The engineer or surveyor in making his s urvey shall
establish sufficient bench ma rks or permanent levels by which
a drainage work may be governed.

Pine fur
•uterfer e •wc with

(3) Every person who interferes with or obstr ucts the engi neer or his assistants in the exercise of the powers conferred
by sub sectiOn
.
1 or .mter feres w1t
. h, re moves or d estroys any
bench mark or permanen t level mark established under subsection 2 is guilty of an offence and on summary conviction is lia ble
to a fine of not more t han $100. R .S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 9.

cstnhli:sh
he nch
m:wks

work or

IJen<·h marks

o f cngulccr

Sprendilll:
ea r t h and
re m o \ri ng
ti m her on
rna d a llowant·('~

1 0. \ Vhen a drainage work is to be constructed on or along
a road a llowance, the engineer or surveyor shall, upon the
application of the municipal cou ncil controlling the road
a llowance, place in his cstimntc of the cost of the work a sum
sullicient to close-chop, o r grub a nd clear not less than twelve
feet of the middle of the road a llowance, if required, and to
s pread theron the earth to be tnken from the work, and shall
c harge the cost t hereof to the mun icipality, together with its
proportion of the cost of the dr:1inage work. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246,
s. 10.
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COVERING DRAINAGE WOUK

11. Where the engineer or surveyor reports in favour of~~Pe~f~:n
covering the whole or any pa rt of a drainage work constructed drains
under this Act, he sha ll determine and state in his report the
size and capacity thereof a nd a lso the m ateria l to be used in
its construction, and a ll the provisions of this Act apply thereto in the same manner and to the same extent as to an uncovered or open dra inage work, bu t in no case shall the improvement of a creek, stream or natura l watercourse be made
into a covered drainage work unless it provides capacity for
a ll the surface water from lands a nd roads draining naturally
towards and into it, ns well as for a ll the waters from a ll the
lands assessed for the dra inage work. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246,
s. 11.
DISTING UISHING ASSESSMENTS

12.- (1) The engineer or surveyor shall, in his report, ~ngineer to
. b')'
. .
diSttngUISb
11.a b')'
a ssess f or benefi t, outI et I1a
1 1ty an d ·lllJUnng
1 1ty, an d assessshall also in his assessment schedule insert the sum charged rnents
for each opposite the land a nd roads liable therefor respectively and in separate columns.
(2) In fixing the sum to be assessed upon a ny lands or roads, Prior asse~s
the engineer or sur veyor may take into consideration any prior ~t~~s 1~01 ~e
assessment on the same lands or roads for drainage work and iU~s~d er
repairs and make such a llowance or deduction therefor as may
seem just, and he shall, in his report, state the allowance made
by him in respect thereof. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 12.

1 3 . The engineer or surveyor shall determine and r eport Engil1e~~ to
to the council of the municipality by which he was employed, ~~?~t:her.
. mumcJpall.
k s I1aII b e constructed an d mamwh et h er t I1e d ramage
wor'
ties are ~r,.
tained solely at the expense of such municipality and the lands ;,~ds~~~,.
a ssessed therein, or at the expense of all the municipa lities interested and the la nds therein assessed, and in what proportions. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 13.
1 4. Where the engineer or surveyor deems it eq uitable Variations
. tenance o f a d r a .m age work b e assessed in
asf<esst h at t I1e expense o f m a1n
ments
for
upon a basis different from that upon which the expense of its ~~d~ne n
construction is to be assessed, he shall determine and in a
separate assessment schedule report the basis upon which the
expense of maintenance of the whole work or of any portion
or portions thereof shall be a ssessed . R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 14.
FILING REPORT

15. As soon as the engineer or surveyor has completed his Engln<'er to

report, plans, specificat ions, assessments and estimates, he file r~>rort
shall fi le them with the clerk of the municipality by which he
was employed . R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s . 15.
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l'u rve)•or to
gh·o deta iled
acco unts of

16.- (1) Any engineer or surveyor employed or appointed
to perforn1 a ny work under this Act shall, if required so to do
by the council by which he was engaged, send in his accounts
to such municipalities for his services, under oath, giving
detailed information as to the number of days occupied in
superintending the drainage work, the number of days engaged
in laying out the work, and the number of days engaged in
the office making plans and preparing his report, a lso the
number of days on which he was engaged in making assessments and inspecting the work, showing the number of hours
occupied in each day, and the account shall also set out
whether the work was performed on the works or in the office,
and whether the time so occupied was the time of the engineer
himself or that of a clerk or assistant.

~e r vke

under oath

MUNICIPAL DRAINAG E
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Audi t of
account

(2) The account, upon the written request of the municipal council or of any person assessed, to be filed with the
clerk of the municipality, shall be audited by the judge free
of charge.

Appointment to
proceed

(3) The clerk shall deliver the account to the judge, who
shall appoint a time and place at which he will proceed with
the audit.

:-\otice

(4) The clerk shall give at least two days notice of the audit
to the engineer or surveyor and t he head of the municipality,
as well as to any person requiring the audit.

Procedure
on aud it

(5) At the time and place named in the appointment, tlie
judge shall audit the account, and may disallow any charges
that he may deem unreasonable, and shall certify thereon the
amount to which, in his opinion, the engineer or surveyor is
entitled, and the amount disallowed is not recoverable by the
engineer or surveyor. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 16.
NOTICE TO PERSONS ASSESSED

C lerk to

notiry

partie:~
US'eS!o\8d

17 . The clerk of the municipality shall notify all parties
assessed within the area described in the petition, by mailing
to the owner of every parcel of la nd assessed therein for the
drainage work, a circular or postal card upon which shall be
stated the date of filing the report, the name or other general
designation of the drainage work, its estimated cost, the
owner's land and its assessment, distinguishing benefit, outlet
liability and injuring liability, and the date of the council
meeting at which the report will be read and considered,
which shall not be less than ten days after the mailing of the
last of such circulars or postal cards, and the determination
of the council as to the sufficiency of notice or othenvise is
fina l and conclusive. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. li.

Sec. 20
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CONS ID E RATION OF REPORT

18. The municipal council shall at the meeting mentioned f~r,;'sc:~d
in
such .notice, immediately
a fter dealing with the minutes of cone1
meetldng tor
.
.
eraItS prevwus meettng, cause the report to be read by the clerk tion of
to .all the ratepayers in attendance, and shall give an oppor- report
tunity to any person who has signed the petition to withdraw
from it by putting his withdrawal in writing, signing the same
and fi ling it with the clerk, and shall also give those present
who have not signed the petition an opportunity so to do,
a nd should any of the roads of the municipality be assessed,
the council may by resolution authorize the head or acting
head of the municipality to sign t he petition for the municipality, and such signature counts as that of one person benefited in favour of the petition. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 18.
19. The council a t any time before the fin al passing of the Referring
by-law, if it appears that there are or may be errors in the i~peo~:~~:;~
report or assessment of the engineer or that for any other
reason the report or assessment should be reconsid ered, may
refer the report back to him for reconsideration, and the
engineer may thereupon reconsider his report and assessment
and shall report to the counci l, a nd the report has the same
effect and shall be dealt with in the same manner and the
proceedings thereon shall be the same as upon the original
report or assessment, a nd it is not necessary that the engineer
make any furth er oath or d eclaration. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246,
s. 19.
EFFECT OF W ITHDRAWAL FROM PETITION

2 0 . If the petition at the close of such meeting of the Withdrawcouncil contains the names of the majority of the persons b~~i~~~hn
shown as aforesaid to be owners benefited within the area
described in such petition, the council may proceed to adopt
the report and pass a by-law authorizing the work, and no
person ·having signed the petition shall , after the adoption of
the report, be permitted to withdraw; but if after striking out
the na mes of the persons withdrawing, the names remaining,
including the names, if any, added as provided by section 18,
do not represent a sufficient number of owners within the area
described to comply with section 2, t hen the persons who have
withdrawn from the petition are on their respective assessments in the report, with 100 per cent added thereto, together
with the other original petitioners on their respective assessments in the report, pro rata, chargeable with and liable to the
municipality for the expenses incurred by t he municipality in
connection with the petition a nd report, and the sum with
which each of such owners is chargeable shall be entered upon
t he collector's roll for the nmnicipality against the lands of
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t he person liable, a nd sha ll be collected in the same ma nner as
taxes pla ced on the roll for collec tion. R .S.O. 1950, c. 246,
s. 20.
Certnin
by-l nw,.
con fi r m ed

21. A by-law heretofore or hereafter passed shall not be
deemed invalid or illegal by reason only that the petition
therefor was not sufficiently signed if s uch petition was duly
signed by a majority in number of the resident and non-resident persons, exclusive of farmers' sons not actua l owners,
shown by the last revised assessmen t roll to be the owners of
the lands to be benefited in the a rea described in the petition.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 2-!6, s. 21.
B\'-L.A \\'S

\\'h nt byl uwe m nv be
pn11sed by
council

22. If the conncil of the munic ipality in which the lands
and roads described in the petition lie is of the opinion that
the drainage work proposed in the petition, or a portion
thereof, would be desirable, the council may pass a by-law or
by-laws:

Pr oviding

1. For providing for the construction of the proposed draina ge work or a portion thereof, as the case may be.

Borrowing
f u nds

2. For borrowing on the credit of the municipality the
funds necessary for the work, or the portion to be contributed
by the initiating municipality when the work is to be constructed at the expense of two or more municipalities, and
for issuing the debentures of the municipa lity to the requisite
amount, including the cost of appeal, if any, in sums of not
less than $50 each, and payable within twenty years from date,
except in case of pumping and embanking dra inage work the
debentures for which shall be payable within thirty years from
their da te, with interest at such rate as the by-la w ma y provide.

A6SCR!!IIlg

3. For assessing and levying, in the same manner as taxes
a re levied, upon the lands and roads, including roads held by
joint s tock companies, ra ilway companies, private individuals,
counties or county councils, to be benefited by the work and
otherwise liable for assessment under this Act in the municipality passing the by-law, a special rate sufficient for the payment of the principal and interest of the debentures, and for
so assessing, levying and collecting the rate as other taxes arc
assessed, levied and collected, in proportion as nearly as may
be, to their respective liability to contribute.

ror wor k

lan d >~

ronds

and

Fixing Ume

4. For regula ting the times a nd manner in which the assessments s ha ll be paid.

TJetermin-

5. For de ter mining what la nds and road s will be benefited
by or o therwise rendered liable for assessnH.'nt for the drainage work, a nd the pro portion in which the assessmen t should

ror paying
a ~'C"-'-me n t

lrog property

to he beneflt<>d
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be made, subject in every case of complaint by the owner or
any person interested in any lands or roads to appeal as hereinafter provided. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 22.

23. The by-law shall, varying with the circumstances, be Form or
according to Form 2 or to the like effect. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, by-law
s. 23.

24.-(1) Before the final passing of the by-law, it shall be Publication
published once in every week for four consecutive weeks in a ~~~~~~~~~e
newspaper published in the municipality or in the county ~~J~~t~~g or
town, or in an adjoining or neighbouring municipality, and revision
designated by resolution of the council, with a notice of the
time and place of holding the court of revision, and a lso a
notice that any one intending to apply to have the by-law or
any part thereof quashed, must, not later than t en days after
the final passing thereof, serve a notice in writing upon the
head of the municipality and the clerk of the municipality
of his intention to make application for that purpose to the
referee during the six weeks next after the final passing of the
by-law.
(2) The clerk shall furnish the publisher of the newspaper Newspapers
· h t h e names an d post o ffi ce a dd resses o f a 11 persons w1t
• I11n
· each
to be person
sent to
w1t
the municipality whose lands a re assessed for the drainage assessed
work, and the publisher shall mail or cause to be mailed to
each owner, to such post office address, the first two issues of
the newspaper containing the by-law, and the publisher or
person mailing the newspapers shall make a statutory declaration of such mailing and file it with the clerk of the municipality publishing the by-law. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 24.

25. T he council may at its option, instead of proceeding Service~·
under section 24, by resolution direct that a copy of the by-law, i::~lf\e.f~ieu
the notice of the sitting of the court of revision and notice as ~i~ ~ublica
to proceedings to quash be sent by registered mail to the last
known address of each of the assessed owners or their lessees
or the occupants of their lands or the agents of such owners,
and a statutory declaration shall be made by the person
effecting such service showing the date and manner thereof
and the d~clarant shall file the declaration with the clerk of
the municipality. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 25.

26. lf no notice of the intention to make application torr by-Jaw
quash a by-lnw is served within the time limited for t hat ~~YM.~~:~e~
purpose in the notice a ttached to the by-law, or where tltelfmite.r
notice is served, then if the application is not made or is unsuccessful in whole or in part, t he by-law, or so muclt thereof as
is not quashed, so far as the same ordains, prescribes or directs
anything within the proper competence of the council to or-
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dain, prescribe or direct, is, notwithstanding any want of
form or substance either in the by-law itself or in the time or
manner of passing the same, a valid by-law. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 246, s. 26.
Del>cntures
for separate
drainage
works may
he consolidated

27 .- (1) Where two or more works have been undertaken
a nd the by-laws provided for by sect ion 22 or 88 have been
passed, instead of borrowing t he separate sums thereby
authorized to be borrowed and issuing debentures therefor,
t he council by a consolidating by-law may provide for borrowing the aggregate of such separate s ums and for issuing
one series of debentures therefor.

or by-law

Partic ulars

(2) A consolidating by-law shall show by recitals or otherwise in respect to which separate by-laws it is passed.

By-law need
not pro vide
rate for
payment

(3) I t is not necessary that a consolidating by-Jaw impose
any rate to provide for the payment of the debentures issued
under it or the interest thereon. but the rates imposed by the
separate by-laws shall be levied, collected and applied for t hat
purpose.

Appllcntlon

(4) The provisions of sections 23 to 26 do not a pply to
a consolidating by-law passed under this section. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 246, s. 27.

of ss. 23 to
26

COURT OF REVIS ION

Constitution and Powers
Where council has not
more t han
five members

28.-(1) 'Where the council of t he municipality consists of
not more than five members, such members are a court for
the revision of the assessments for t he drainage work.

Where coun cil hne more
than five
members

(2) Where the council consists of more than five members, it
shall appoint five of its members to constitute t he court of
revisiou . R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 28.

Oath

2 9. Every member of the court of revision shall , before
cu tcrinl{ upon his duties, take a nd subscribe before the clerk
of the municipality the following oath, or affirmation in cases
where by law affirmatiou is allowed:
I , .. ........................, do solemnly swear (or affirm), that I will to
the best of my judgment and ability, and without fear, favour or
partiality, honestly decide the appeals to the Court of Revision
from the assessments appearing in a by-law (here set oul tille of
by-law), that may be brought before me for trial as a member of
such Court.

R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 29.
Quorum

3 0 .- (1) Three members of the court of revision constitute
a quorum, and the majority of a quorum may decide all
questions before the cour t.

Sec. 35
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(2) No member of the court shall act as a member thereofMemtbergnot
while any appeal is being heard respecting any lands in which f~t=~esteden
he is directly or indirectly interested, except roads and lands
under t he jurisdiction of the municipal council. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 246, s. 30.

31.-(1) The clerk of the municipality is the clerk of the Clerk or
court, and shall record the proceedings thereof and shall issue court
summonses to witnesses to attend any sittings of the court.
(2) The summons to any witness issued by the clerk under Form or
this section may be in the following form:
summons
You are hereby required to attend and give evidence before the
Court of Revision at .................... on the ............ day of .................... ,
19......, in the matter of the drainage work (tunning or descril;ing
·work) and of the following appeal:
Appellant (name of).
Clerk of the Township of ....................

(3) The fees payable to a ny witness on an appeal to the Witness
court of revision shall be according to the scale of \\'itness fees rees
in the division court. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 31.

32. At the time appointed, the court shall meet and try all ~yeung and
complaints in regard to owners wrongly assessed or omitted ~e~r;-n·
from assessment or assessed at too high or too low an amount,
and the court may adjourn from time to time as required.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 32.
33. The evidence of witnesses shall be taken on oath and Evidence
any member of the court may administer an oath to any par ty
or witness. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 33.
34. If any person summoned to attend the court of revi- )V1i1t1ness
·
fat'1s, w1t10ut
' I
·
.a ng to
as a wttness
good an d su ffi c1ent
reason, toattend
when
attend, having been tendered the proper witness fees, he shall summoned
incur a penalty of $20 to be recovered with costs, by and to
the use of any person suing for the same, either by suit in the
proper division court, or in any way in which penalties incurred
under any by-law 'of the municipality may be recovered.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 34.

'
SIOn

Procedure for Trial of Complaints

35. Any owner of land, or, where roads in the municipality Who mny
are assessed, any ratepayer, complaining of overcharge in the appeal
assessment of his own land or of any roads of the municipality, or of the undercharge of any other lands or of any road
in the municipality, or that lands or roads that should have
been assessed have been omitted from the assessment, may
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persona lly, or by his age nt , give notice in writing to the clerk
of the municipality tha t he considers himself aggrieved for
a ny or a ll such causes. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 35.
Time for
hol di ng
court o f
re visio n
n nd for
nppeals
thereto

:36. The trial of complaints shall be had in the first instance
by and before the court of revision of the municipality in
which the lands and roads assessed are situate, and the first
sitting of the court shall be held pursuant to notice on some
clay not ea rlier than twenty nor later than thirty d ays from the
day on which the by-law was first published, or from the date
of completing the services or mailing of a printed copy of the
by-law, as the case may be, a nd notice of t he first sitting of the
court shall be published or served with the by-law, but the
court may adjourn from time to time as occasion may require,
a nd all notices of appeal shall be served on the clerk of the
municipality at least ten days prior to the first sitting of the
court; but the court may, though notice of appeal has not
been given, by resolution passed at its first sitting, a llow an
appeal to be heard on such conditions as to giving notice to
all persons interested or otherwise as may be just. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 246, s. 36.

F or m o r

37. If any complaint is made on the ground that any lands
or roads have been assessed too low or wrongly omitted from
assessment by the engineer or surveyor, the clerk shall give
notice of the complain t and the time of the trial to the owner
or person iuterested in such lands, or in the case of roads
to the head of the municipality, which notice shall be in the
form following or to the like effect:

notice of

complniut

Take notice that you are required to attend before the Court of
Revision at ........................ on the ............ day of ............................,
19...... , in the ma tter of the following appeal:
Appella nt (name of).
Subje-ct- That you are assessee! too low (or as tht case may be)
for drainage work (naming /he tlroi11oge work).
To ....................
(Signed)
Clerk

R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 37.
Serving
notice

38. The notice mentioned in section 37 shall be sent by
letter addressed to such person at his post office address or a t
his last known address, at least seven days before the first
s itting of the court. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 38.

Entr y of
a ppenlfl

39. The clerk of the cour t shall enter the appeals on a list
in the order in which they arc received by him, and the court
sha ll proceed with the appeals in the order, as nearly as may

Sec. 43
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be, in which they a rc so entered, but may grant an a<.ljournment or postponement of any a ppeal. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246,
s. 39.

4 0 . Such list may be in the following form:

Form of ltst
of appeals

Appeals from the assessment of the engineer on ....................... .
drainage work, to be heard at the Court of Revision to be held at
........................ , commencing at 10 o'clock in the forenoon on the
................................ day of ........................ , 19.......
Appellant. Omitted or wrongly assessed. Matter complained of.
A.B ...........................Sclf....................... .....Overcharge for benefit.
C.D ...........................Self........................... Overcharge for outlet.
E.F...........................Self... ......................... . Overcharge for injuring.
G.H ...........................j.R ............................. Undercharge for benefit.
L.i\1........................... :-\.0............................. Undercharge for outlet.
P.Q........................... R.S............................. Undercharge for injuring.
T.U........................... \'.\\' ........................... \Vrongly omitted.
X.Y...........................Sclf.. ............................ \Vrongly assessed.
etc.
etc.
etc.

R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 40.
41. Where any lands or roads ha ve been assessed for the court or
construction or repair of a drainage work, and the same prop- ~k~i~~~c:nay
erty is afterwards assessed by the engineer or surveyor for~fo~si~~~~
the construction or repair of any other drainage work, the asse~
8
court of revision or judge may take into consideration any men
prior assessment for drainage work on the same property and
give such effect thereto as may be just. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246,
s. 41.

42. 'When the ground of complaint is that lands or roads Adjournare assessed too high, a nd t he evidence adduced satisfies the ~~~t ~~
court of revision or judge that the assessments on such lands ~g~;f~tfe~t-ed
or roads should be red uced, but no evidence is given of other b.Y 1\lt?ralands or roads assessed too low or omitted , the court or judge ~~ment
shall adjourn the heari ng of the appeal for a time sufficient
to enable the clerk to notify by postal card or letter all persons affected of the date to which the hearing is adjourned,
and the clerk shall so notify all persons interested, a nd unless
they appear and show cause against the reduction of the assessment appealed against or the increase of their own, the court or
judge may dispose of the matter of appeal in such ma nner as
may be just, and the sum by which the assessment appealed
against is reduced, if any, may be distributed pro rata over
the assessments of its own class or otherwise so as to do justice
to all parties. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 42.
4 3 . T he clerk shall by registered mail, immediately after Notice of
the close of the court, notify all appella nts of the rcsul t of~~~J~ 1or
their appeals and also of the date of the closing of the court
of revision. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 43.
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Appeals from the Court of Revision
:\. p poal t o
oo u nty

44. An appeal from the cour t of revision lies to the judge,
not only against a decision of the court of revision, but also
against the omission, neglect or refusal of the court to bear or
decide an appeal. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 44.

~;~r:gf~~tlce

45. The person appealing shall , in person or by solicitor or
agent, file with t he clerk of the municipality, within ten days
after the date of the closing of the court of revision, a written
notice of his intention to appeal to the judge. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 246, s. 45.

j ud~o:e

ofappea t

C le rk to
notify judge
a nd judge to
llx time a nd
placl! for
heanng
ap pea ls

~o tice

to

persons
a ppealed
ag ains t

T ime for

~:;ivlng

judgment

46. The clerk shall immediately after the time limited for
filing appeals forward a list of the appeals to the judge, who
shall then notify the clerk of the day he appoints for the hearing thereof and shall fix the place for holding the hearing at
the town hall or other place of meeting of the council of the
municipality from the court of revision of which the appeal is
made, unless the judge for the greater convenience of the parties and to save expense fixes some other place for the hearing.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 46.
47. The clerk shall thereupon give notice to all parties
appealed against in the same manner as is provided for giving
notice on a complaint to the court of revision, but, in the event
of failure by the clerk to give the required notice or to have
the notice given within proper time, the judge may direct
notice to be given for some subsequent day upon which he may
try t he appeals. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 47.

48. At the court so held, the judge shall hear the appeals
and may adjourn the hearing from time to time, but shall
deliver judgment not later than thirty days after the hearing.
R .S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 48.

co urt

C lerk o f

-:1:9.- ( 1) The clerk of the municipality is the clerk of
such court, and shall record the proceedings thereof and has
the like powers as the clerk of a division court as to the issuing
of subpa:nas to witnesses upon the application of any party
to the proceedings or upon an order of the judge, for the
attendance of any person as a witness before him .

W itness

(2) The fees to be allowed to witnesses upon an appeal to
the judge under this Act shall be those allowed to witnesses
in an action in the division court. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 49.

Powe r.; o f

;)(), Jn all proceedings before the judge, he possesses a ll
such powers for compelling the ancndance of and for t he
exa mination on oath of all parties and all other persons whom-

fees

judge on

a ppeal

Sec. 56
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soever, and for the production of books, pa pers a nd documents,
and for t he enforcement of his orders, decisions a nd judgments
as belong to or might be exercised by him in the division court
or county court. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 50.

Fees and Costs of Appeals
51. The costs of any proceeding before the court of re-Apportion. .
. d ge, sI1aII be pa 'd
.
d costs.
ment of
vtston,
or be fore t I1e JU
t or apport tone
enbetween the parties in such manner as the court or judge t hinks f~~~~~g P•~·
fit, and the same shall be enforced when ordered by the court
of revision by a distress warrant under the hand of the clerk
and t he corporate seal of the municipality, and when ordered
by t he judge, by execution to be issued as the judge may
direct, either from the county court or any division court
within the count y in which the municipality is situate. R.S.O.
1950, c. 246, s. 51.

52. The costs chargeable or to be awarded in any case may What ··osts
be the costs of witnesses and of procuring their attendance ~:lrJ':d.
and none other, and the same shall be taxed according to the taxotion or
allowance in the division court for such costs, and in cases
where execution issues, the costs thereof as in the like court,
and of enforcing the same, may also be collected thereunder.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 246. s. 52.
53. The judge is entitled to receive from the municipality Fees and
as his expenses for holding court in any place in the munici- ~~~~~~ec~
pality, other than the county town, for the hearing of appeals
from t he court of revision, S5 per day and disbursements
necessarily incurred. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, ~ - 53.
5 4 . The decision of the judge is final and conclusive. R.S.O. D1 ec11·islo1n to
>e nn
1950, c. 246, s. 54.
5 5 . Any change in the assessment of the engineer or sur- C'INk to
veyor made by the court of revision or by the judge in appeal ~~~~[t~1 "-"E'.'<><·
therefrom shall be given effect to by the clerk of the municipality altering the assessments and other parts of the schedule
to comply therewith, and the by-law shall, before the final passing t hereof, be amended to carry out any changes so made by
the court of revision or judge. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 55.
ISS UI~

O f DEH E;-{T Un ES

56. Any municipal council issuing debent ures under this Dcht'!tlurc:>
mt·lnf<ACt may ·mc1ud e t 11e ·tnterest on the debentures ·111 the amount 1mnr
wtn<'ipnt
1
payable, in lieu of the interest payable annually in respect of :~:", "~~'!{.~~t
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each debeuture, and any by-law authorizing the issue of
debentures for a certain amount and interest, sha ll be taken
to a uthorize the issue of debentures in accordance with this
section, to the sante a111ount with interest added. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 246, s. 56.
Payment of
assessment
before debentures
issued

57. A11y owner of lands or roads, including the mumctpality, assessed for the work, may pay the amount of the
assessment against him or them, less the interest, at any time
before the debentures are issued, in which case the amount of
debentures shall be proportionately reduced. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 246, s. 57.

1 nforrnallties not to
l n valldate
debentures

{)8. No debentures issued under a ny by-law for the construction or maintenance of any drainage work shall be held
to be invalid on accou nt of the debentures not being expressed
in strict accordance with such by-law, provided that the debentures are for sums in the aggregate not exceeding the amount
authorized by the by-law. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 58.

\\'hen debent ures to
be valid and
binding to
extent of
amount
advanced

59. Any debentures issued and sold to provide any sum of
money for the construction or repair of any drainage work
are good in the hands of the purchaser, and are binding upon
the corporation issuing t hem, to the extent of the money
actually advanced on the security and interest thereon, according to the provisions of the debentures, provided no application
to quash is made within six weeks from the fi nal passing of the
by-law authorizing the issue thereof, notwithstanding that the
by-law is afterwards quashed or declared illegal in any proceedings. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 59.
WORK NOT CONTINUED INTO ANOTHER }.fUNlCIPALITY

As~cssrnent

of l and s
that are
bene nted

\\"hen work
not deem ed
out or
Initiating
municipa lity

60.-(1) Where any drainage work is not continued into
any other than the initiating municipality, any lands or roads
in the initiating municipality or in any other municipality, or
roads between two or more municipa lities, that will, in the
opinion of the engineer or surveyor, be benefited by the work
or furnished with an improved outlet or relieved from liability
for causing water to flow upon and injure lands or roads, may
be assessed for such proportion of the cost of the work as to
the engi neer or surveyor seems just.
(2) A drainage work shall not be deemed to be continued
into a municipality other than the initiating municipality
merely by reason of such drainage work or some part thereof
being constructed on a road allowance forming the boundary
line between two or more municipalities. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246,
s. 60.

Sec. 64
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61 . \Vhere it is necessary to construct a drainage work for Where area
the drainage of an area composed of lands or roads lying on ~~~~'h~rn side
either side of a boundary line between two municipalities, the ~~a~oundary
council of either municipality may proceed upon a petition
of the majority of the owners of lands or roads within such
area in all respects as if such area were entirely within the
limits of such municipality. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 61.
62. Where it is necessary to construct any drainage work Construe·
tion of
or any part thereof on a road allowance used as a boundary drainage
1.
.
h
.1
f
h
f
work allowon
.
b
.
.
1me etween two or more mumc1pa I ties, t e counc1 o eac o road
the adjoining municipalities may, on the petition of the ma jor- ance
ity of owners in the area therein described and within its own
limits, authorize the same to be constructed on the allowance
for road between the municipalities, and may make the road
as provided by section 10, and the engineer or surveyor may
assess a nd charge the lands and roads benefited or otherwise
liable to assessment in the adjoining municipality or municipalities, as well as the road allowance, with such proportion of
the cost of constructing the work as he may deem just. R.S.O.
1950, c. 246, s. 62.
WORK CONTINUED INTO ANOTHER MUNICIPALITY

63. Where it is required to continue any drainage work Conkttnbutng d
. .
f h
. . .
h
.
wor
eyon
b eyond t I1e 1Imits o t e muniCipa11ty, t e engmeer or sur- the l!":lits of
.
f
h
.
.
.
muntctveyor empIoyed b y t I1e counc1 1o sue mumc1pa11ty may con- pality
tinue the work on or along or across any allowance for road
or other boundary between any two or more municipalities,
and from any such road allowance or other boundary into or
through any municipality until he reaches a sufficient outlet,
and in every such case he may assess and charge regardless of
municipal boundaries, all lands and roads to be affected by
benefit, outlet or relief, with such proportion of the cost of
the work as to him may seem just, and in his report thereon
he shall estimate separately the cost of the work within each
municipality and upon the road allowances or other boundaries. R.S.O. 1950,·c. 246, s. 63.
6 4. Wherever any lands or roads in or under the jurisdic- Assessing
tion of any adjoining or neighbouring municipality, other than ~ae7:h1;our
the municipalities into or through which the drainage work ~na~t~u;J~i~
passes, are, in the opinion of the engi neer or surveyor of l he work doe;
.InitJatlllg
. . . or otI1er mumc1pa
. . 11ty
. d 01ng
. t I1e work·or part t I1erco f , same
not enter
benefited by the drainage work or provided with an improved
outlet or relieved from liability for causing water to flow upon
and injure lands or roads, he may assess and charge the same
as is provided in section 63. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 64.
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SETTLI NG ASSESSMENTS, ETC., BETWEEN li! UNICIPALITlES
<..:ouncil of

1 nitioti ng

mu nicipn lity t o
no t ify other
rn uni ci·
pa litiea t o
lie a ffected

65. The council of any initiating m unicipality s ha ll serve
the head of the municipality or municipalities into or through
which t he work is t o be continued, or whose lands or roads arc
assessed without the d rainage work being continued into it,
with a copy of t he report, plans, specifications, assess111ents and
estimates of the engineer or surveyor on t he proposed work;
and unless t he same a re appealed from as hereinafter provided,
they a re binding on each and every corporation whose council
is so served , and the council of the initiating municipality is
entitled, in the event of no appeal, to proceed with the by-law,
and authorize and construct or procure the construction of
t he whole d ra inage work in accordance t herewit h. R.S.O.
1950, c. 246, s. 65 .

.1\lunicipnlity n otitled to raiRe
and pa y
O\'Cr its proportion of
cos t

66. The council of the municipality so served s hall, in the
same manner as nearly as may be and with s uch other provisions as would have been proper if a majority of the owners
of the lands to be ta.xed had petitioned as provided in section
2, pass a by-law or by-laws to raise and shall raise and pay.
over to the treasurer of the initiating municipality within four
months from such ser vice the sum that may be named in the
report as its proportion of the cost of the dra inage work or,
in the event of an a ppeal from the report, the sum that may
be determined by the refer ee or the Court of Appeal, and such
council shall hold the court of revision for t he a djustment of
assessments upon its own ratepayers in the manner hereinbefore provided. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 66.

:\ ppeal t o
re fer ee from
repor t of
engineer

67 .- (1) The council of any municipality served as provided by section 65 may, within six weeks after such servi,ce
upon its head, appeal to the referee from the report, plans,
specifications, assessments and estimates of the engineer o r
surveyor by serving the head of the council from which they
received the copy, and a lso the head of the council of any other
municipa li ty assessed by the engineer o r surveyor, with a
written notice of appeal setting forth therein the reasons for
s uch appeal.

U r o u nds
of a ppea l

(2) The reasons for appeal that shall be set out in s uch
notice may be the following or any of t hem,
(a) where the assessment against the appealing municipality exceeds $1,000, or exceeds the estimated cost
of the work in the initiating municipality,
(i) that the scheme of the drainage work as it
affects the appealing municipality should be
abandoned or modified, on grounds to be
s tated,

Sec. 68 (2)
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(ii) that the scheme does not provide for a sufficienl outlet,
(iii) that the course of the drainage work, or any
part thereof, shou ld be a ltered,
(iv) that t he drainage work should be carried to an
outlet in the initiating municipality or elsewhere;
(b) in any case not otherwise provided for,
(i) that a petition has been received by the council of the appealing municipality, as provided
by section 2, from the majority of the owners
within the area described in the petition, praying for the enlargement by the appealing
municipality of any part of the drainage work
lying within its limits, and thence to an outlet,
and that the council is of opinion that such
enlargement is desirable to afford drainage
facilities for the area described in the petition,
(ii) that the appealing municipality objects to paying over its proportion of the cost of the work
to the treasurer of the initiating municipality,
(iii) that the initiating municipality should not be
permitted to do the work within the limits of
the appealing municipality,
(iv) that the assessment against lands and roads
within the limits of the appealing municipality
and roads under its jurisdiction is illegal, unjust or excessive. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 67.

68.-(1) Upon an appeal under section 67, the referee sha ll Pg_wers or
.
. d by t he notice
. appeal
re.eree on
. d'1cate upon a II questiOns
ra1se
hear an d a dJU
of appeal, as they may affect any municipality assessed for
the drainage work, and he may give to any municipality
through or into which the proposed work will be continued,
leave to enlarge the same, pursuant to petition in that behalf
and according to the report, plans, specifications, assessments
and estimates of an engineer appointed by the referee for that
purpose, and may make such order in the premises and as to
costs already incurred, and as to costs of the appeal as may
seem just.
(2) The order of the referee upon such appeal is subject Appeal t o
to appea I to t he Court o f A ppeaI as ·rn other cases, an d t I1e Court
Appealor
decision of such Court is final and conclusive as to all corporations affected thereby.
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Abandonment of
work by
Initiating
munll'ipaht}'

(3) The council of the initiating municipality may, by resolutiou passed within thirty days after the decision of the referee
011 I he appeal to him or in case of an appeal therefrom after
the hearing a nd deter111ination thereof, abandon the proposed
drainage work, subject to such tcr111s as to costs and otherwise
as to the referee or the Court of Appeal may seem just. R.S.O.
1950, c. 246, s. 68.
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AMENDING DY-I.A WS

~tu~~ra~ve nt
'lhen :ns~m8

G0.- (1) Any by-law heretofore or hereafter passed by the
council of any municipality for the assessment upon the lands
and roads liable to contribute for any drainage work and that
has been acted upon by the doing of the work in whole or in
part, but does not provide sufficient funds to complete the
drainage work or the municipality's share of the cost thereof,
or does not provide sufficient funds for the redemption of the
debentures authorized to be issued thereunder as they become
payable, may from time to time be amended by the council ,
and further debentures may be issued under the amending bylaw in order to fully carry out the in tention of t he original
by-law.

When lands
and roads in

(2) Where in any such case lands and roads in another
municipality are assessed for t he drainage work, the council
of the initiating municipality shall procure an engineer or
surveyor to make an examination of the work and to report
upon it with an estimate of the cost of completion for which
sufficient funds have not been provided under the original
by-law, and shall serve the heads of the other municipalities as
in the case of the original report, plans, specifications, assessments and estimates, and the council of any municipality so
served has the same right of appeal to the referee as to the
improper expenditure or illegal or other application of the
drainage money already raised and is subject to the same duty
as to raising and paying over its share of the money to be
raised, as, in the case of the original by-law, is provided by
sections 66 and 67.

~;:,n,~ld~g

n no the r

municipality
asscs.•able

Amendment

or by-law

that provides more

thnn su fficient funds
and di stri bution o f
surplus

(3) Any by-law for the assessment upon the lands and roads
liable to contribute for any drainage work acted upon by the
completion of the work that provides more than sufficient
funds for the completion of or proper contribution .towards
the work or for the redemption of the debentures authorized
to be issued thereunder as they become payable shall be
a mended, and if lands and roads in any other municipality are
assessed for the drainage work t he surplus money shall be
divided pro rata among the contributing municipalities, and
every such surplus until wholly paid out shall be applied by
the cou ncil of the municipality pro rata according to the

Sec. 71 (b)
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assessment in payment of the r<ltes imposed by it for the work
in each and every year after the completion of the work, and
in case such assessment upon a ny land has been commuted or
anticipated by payment in full, then payment shall be made to
the owner of such lands as shown by the last revised roll of
the municipa lity in a ll respects as if such assessment ha d not
been so commuted or anticipated.
(4) Any by-law
passed prior to the. 1st day of June,
1894, of
Amendment
.
.
by-htw
by t he council of any county or UIHOn of count1es for the not providassessment of the cost of any drainage work upon the lands~?:n111f~~ds
and roads liable to contribute t herefor which has been acted
upon by the doing of the work in whole or in part and which
docs not provide sufficient fund s to complete the dra inage
work, or the share of the said county or union of counties of
the cost thereof, or d oes not provid e s ufficient funds for the
redemption of the debentures issued under such by-law, as
they become payable, may from time to time be-amended by Issuing det he council a nd furt her d ebentures may be issued under the ~~i:-tt~~~~Tor~r
amending by-law in order to fu lly carry out the intention of ~~:~~~~~Y
the original by -law; provided that every such dra inage work ~~~~~Jom
shall, when fu lly completed, be maintained as provided in sec- before 0 r
tion 73. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 69.
~~~g. 66

70. It is in the d iscretion of the council whether a n amend- Publication
. .
.
69ofumending
.mg b y-Iaw passed und er any o f t h e proviSions
o f sectiOn
by-laws
shall be published or not, and the provisions of The Municipal R.~;,~ · 1950.
Drainage Aid Act apply to any debentures issued under the c. "
authority of t hat sect ion, which have heretofore been or mny
hereafter be purchased by direction of the Lieutenant Governor in Council. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 70.
MAINTENANCE OF

DRAI~AGE

WORK

71. Any d rainage work constructed under a by-law of any ~raintcn
municipalit y passed in pursuance of this or any form er Act ~~fcg~~'·ork
relating to the construction of drainage work by local assess- tinutehd ~nto
mcnt, and which is not continued into any other municipa lity , ~"-fric~
shall after the completion thereof be ma intained by the ini· pa tv
tiating muncipality,
(a) if no la nds or roads in a ny other municipality are
assessed for t he construction thereof, then at the expense of t he lands and roads in the initiating muuicipality in any way assessed for such construction,
according to the assessment of the engineer or surveyor in his report and assessment for the original
construction of the drainage work; or
(b) if la nds or road s in any other municipnlity or roads
between two or more nttmicipnlities a rc in any wny
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assessed for the construction of t he drainage work,
then at the expense of all the lands and roads in any
way assessed for such cons truction in the municipalities affected, and in the proportion determined by
such report and assessment, or in appeal therefrom
by the award of arbi trators or ord er of the referee,
until such assessment or proportion, as t he case may be, is
varied or otherwise determined from time to time by the
report and nsscl'Sment of an engineer or su rveyor for the
maintenance of the drainage work, or in appeal therefrom
by the order of the referee. R.S.O. 1950, c. 2-16, s. 71.
;\Luntennnce of
d rlltnn ~eo

work pns~
tng Into
nno ther
tnunlclpallty

72.- (1 ) Any drainage work heretofore constructed under a
by-law of a municipalit y, passed in pursuance of any Act
relating to the construction of any drainage work by local
assessment, or hereafter constructed uncler this Act, which is
continued into or through more tha n one municipality or:
which is commenced by the initiating municipality on a road
allowance adjoining such municipality and is continued thence
into the la nds of a ny other municipality, shall after its completion be maintained,
(a) by the initiating municipality from the point of

commencement of the work in the municipality or
upon such road a llowance to the point a t which the
work enters the lands or roads of another municipality; and
(b) by the last-men tioned municipality a nd by every
other municipality through or into which the work
is conti nued from the point at which the work enters
the lands or roads of the municipality,

(i) to a n outlet in the municipa lity or on a road
allowance adjoining the municipality, or
(ii) to the poin t at which the work enters t he
lands or roads of another municipality, as the
case may be.
~~~~U~~umce

(2) Such maintenance shall be at the expense of the lands
a nd roads in any way assessed for the construction of t he work
and in the proportion determined by the engineer or surveyor
in his report and assessment for the original construction or in
a ppeal therefrom by the award of the arbitra tors or order of
the referee until, in the case of c-.ch municipality, such provision for maintenance is varied or otherwise determined by an
engineer or surveyor in his report and assessment for the maintenance of the work or in appea l therefrom by the order of the
referee.

Sec. 74 (1)
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(3) In clauses a and b of subsection 1, "lands or roads" does Interprenot include any road, s tream or drainage work forming a tatlon
boundary between municipalities. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 72.

73.-(1) Where a drainage work constructed before the MainteSth day of May, 1894, under The Ontario Drainage A ct, being ~~~~~es ~~n
chapter 36 of the Revised Statutes of Ontario, 1887, or any~~~~;~~:J~
Act in amendn1ent thereof or under a by-law passed by a ~~uunnt~·er
coun ty council does not extend beyond the limits of one munici- by-laws
pality, such drainage work s hall be maintained and kept in
repair by such municipa lity at the expense of the lands and
roads in any way liable to assessment under this Act.
(2) Any drainage work constructed before such day under Wh.en such
from t h e munJCJpa
· · 1ty Ill
· w h'IC h dratns
ex·
· t 11at contullles
·
sue h aut I1onty
tend into
the drainage work commences into or through one or more ~~?~fc1:
other municipalities, shall be maintained and kept in repair by pality
the municipality in which the drainage work commences from
the point of commencement to the point at which the drainage
work crosses the boundary line between any road allowance
and lands in another municipality, or to the outlet on such
road allowance as the case may be, and by every other municipality through or into which the drainage work is continued,
from the point at which the same crosses the boundary line
between any road a llowance and lands in the municipality and
enters upon such lands to an outlet in the municipality or on
a road allowance adjoining the municipality, or to the point at
which the drainage work crosses the boundary line between any
road allowance and lands in an adjoining municipality, as the
case may be, at the expense of the lands and roads in any way
assessed for the construction thereof, and in the proportion
determined by the assessors or engineer or surveyor in their
assessment roll or report as the case may be, for construction ,
or in appeal therefrom by the award of arbitrators or order of
the referee, until in the case of each municipality such provision
for maintenance is varied or otherwise determined by an
engineer or surveyor in his report and assessment for the
maintenance of the drainage work or in a ppeal therefrom by
the order of the referee.
(3) A drainage work that commences on a road a llowance Whero work
between two municipalities shall, for the purposes of this sec- ~g~~~~~n~~
tion, be deemed to commence in t he municipality next adjoining that half of the road allowance upon which the drainage
work is begun. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 73.

74:.-(1) The council of any rnunicipalitv undertaking the service or
.
.
.
·
b)•-tnw on
repa1r of any dralllage work under scctton 71, 7 2 or 73 s ha ll, municJ·
)
·
1
1
d
·
l)ality
b e fore commcncmg t 1e repatrs, serve upon t 1e 1ea ol any ror con-Huble
municipality liable to contribute any portion of the cost of~~~:~~~~~;~~~
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such repairs under this Act a certified copy of the by-law for
undertaking the repairs, as the same is provisionally adopted,
which by-law shall recite the description, extent and estimated
cost of the work to be done and the amount to be contributed
therefor by each municipality affected by the drainage work,
and the council of any municipality so served may, within 30
days thereafter, appeal from such by-law to the referee on the
ground that the amount assessed against the lands and roads
in such municipality is excessive or that the work provided for
in the by-law is unnecessary, or that such drainage work has
never been completed through the default or neglect of the
municipality whose duty it was to do the work, in the manner
provided in the case of the construction of the drainage work,
and the referee on such appeal may alter, amend or confirm
such by-law, or may direct that the by-law shall not be passed
as to him may seem just, and his order upon such appeal is
subject to appeal to the Court of Appeal, and the decision of
that court is final and conclusive as to all corporations affected
thereby.
Co uncil
..en·ed to
furnish
amount
required

(2) The council of every municipality served with the provisional by-law shall, within four months after such service,
pass a by-law to raise, and shall within that period raise and
pay over to the treasurer of the initiating municipality the
amount assessed against lands and roads in the municipality,
as stated in the provisional by-law or as settled on appeal
therefrom by the order of the referee. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 74.

\'a rrl nf
orlg1nn
ns11essmente
for main tenance

75.- (1) The council of any municipality liable for contribution to a drainage work in connection with which conditions have changed or circumstances have arisen such as to
justify a variation of the original assessment in respect of the
drainage work may apply to the referee upon an application,
of which notice has been given to the head of every other
municipality interested, for permission to procure the report
of an engineer or surveyor varying the original assessment,
and in the event of such permission being given such council
may procure the report of an engineer or surveyor as aforesaid and pass a by-law adopting the report, but if a ll the
lands and roads assessed or intended to be assessed lie within
the limits of one municipality, the council of that municipality
may procure and adopt such report without such permission;
but no report providing for the variation of an original assessment is valid unless the engineer or surveyor has been instructed by a resolution of the council to make such variation
before he enters upon his duties in respect thereof.

l'roceedlnga
(2) The proceedings upon such report and assessment shall
on report
or engineer be the same, as nearly as may be, as upon the report for the
construction of the drainage work.

Sec. 77 (1)
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(3) Any council served with a copy of such re, port a n<.! Appea
J rrom
repor 1 o 1
assessment may appeal to the referee frO Ill the findll) g of the engineer
engineer as to the portion of the cost of the work for which
tbe municipality is lia ble, a nd the proceeding-s on such a ppeal
sha11 be the same as in other cases of a ppeals to the referee
under this Act.
(4) Any owner of lands and any ratepayer in the munici- App-~a l /o
pality as to roads assessed for such repairs may appeal fro111 ~~~~~~o~1
such assessment in the manner provided iu the case of the
construction of the drainage work, and the council of every
municipality afTected by the report of the engineer or surveyor made under this section shall appoint a court of revision
for the trial of any appeals in the manner hereinbefore provided.
(5) Such assessment as so var ied shall thereafter, until it is Basis or
· d , form t 11e 1.
•
· asse><sf utur e
uas1s
o f any assessment for malllf ur t her vane
tenance of the drainage work affected thereby. R.S.O. 1950, m en ts
c. 246, s. 75.
Jl\lPUOVING WITHOUT REPOUT

76. The council of any municipality whose duty it is to D.eepe.ning,
·
' any d ra111age
'
· I1 on I y I an d"s an d roa< Is wtdemng
mruntam
work· for wIuc
e~ tendi ng or
• Jun
• or un d er t he J· uns
· d'tct10n
·
· •pa I'1t y are wreport
tt b ou or
L
WIt
o f t he 111 un1c1
assessed, may, after the completion of the drainage work, eng i nee r
without the repor t of an engineer or surveyor upon a pro rata
assessment on the lands and roads as last assessed for the construction or repair of the drainage work, make improvements
thereto by deepening, widening or extending the work to au
outlet, provided the cost of such deepening, widening and extending is not above one-fifth of the cost of the construction ,
and does not exceed in any case $800, and in every case where
the cost of the improven1en ts exceeds such proportion or
amount, the proceedings to be taken shall be as provided in
section 77. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 76.
lllfPROVlNG WITH REPORT

77 .-(1) Wherever, for the better maintenance of any Improving
drainage work constructed under this Act or any Act respecting ~fn~?0~,x;~
drainage by local assessment, or to prevent da mage to any ~~~~~~~e~.Y
lands or roads it is deen•ed expedient to change the course of
the drainage work, or to make a new outlet for the whole or
any part of the work, or to construct a tile drain under the
bed of the whole or any portion of the drainage work as ancillary thereto, or to construct, reconstruct or extend protective
banks, walls, dykes and other protective works as ancilla r y t o
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the drainage work, or otherwise improve, extend, or alter the
work, or to cover the whole or any part of it, the council of
the municipality or of any of the municipalities whose duty it
is to maintain the drainage work may, without the petition
required by section 2 but on the report of an engineer or surveyor appointed by them to examine and report on the same,
undertake and complete the change of course, new outlet, tile
drain, protective works, improvement, extension, alteration or
covering specified in the report, and the engineer or surveyor
has for such change of course, new outlet, tile drain, protective works, improvement, extension, alteration or covering
all the powers to assess and charge lands and roads in any
way liable to assessment under this Act for the expense
thereof in the same manner and to the same extent, by the
same proceedings and subject to the same rights of appeal as
are provided with regard to any drainage work constructed
under this Act.
Summary
appeal to
referee with
respect to
protecth·e
works

(2) Where protective banks, walls, dykes or other protective works provided for in subsection 1 are to be constructed,
reconstructed or extended to prevent damage to any lands or
roads, any owner affected by the drainage work to which
such protective works a re ancillary, if dissatisfi ed with the
report of the engineer by reason of t he protective works being
made ancillary to t he drainage work or of the whole or any
part of the cost thereof being assessed and charged as part of
the drainage work or of any assessments and charges or the
apportionment thereof set forth in the report, may appea l
therefrom to the referee within the time and in t he manner
provided in subsection 10 of section 8, and t he referee may hear
and determine the appeal according to t hat subsection and his
descision is fi nal.

A ppli catio n
or l<ectlon

(3) This section applies to the better maintenance of a
natural stre<Ull, creek or watercourse that has been artificially
improved by locnl assessment or otherwise, and to any dra inage
work constructed under The Ontario Drait~age Act, being
chapter 36 of the Revised Statutes of Ontario, 1887, in t he
same manner, to the same extent, and by the same proceedings
as are hereby made applicable to the better maintenance of a
drainage work wholly artificial.

Future
mainte n ance

(4) Such drainage work shall thereafter be maintained as
hereinbefore by this Act provided, but on the basis of the new
assessment, unti l such assessment is varied or otherwise determined as provided by section 75.

Report or
engineer as
to work
under ss. 71,
7 2 and 73
not essential

(5) Nothing in this section or in section 76 shall be construed as requiring a municipal council to procure the report
of an engineer before undertaking any work in pursuance of
sections 71, 72 and 73. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 77.
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REPAIRING WORK CONSTRUCTED OUT OF GENE RAL F U:\IDS

78.- {1) Any drainage work heretofore or hereafter con- As.~essm~n t
. . .
for repa1r
structed out o f t h e genera I fun d s o f any mumc1pa11ty, or out of work
of the general funds of two or more municipalities, or when ~~~s~?~C::~?
constructed by statute labour, or partly by statute la bour and eral funds
pa rtly by general funds or out of funds raised by a local
assessment under a by-law that is afterwards found to be
illegal or that does not provide for repairs, need not be repaired out of such general funds, but the council of an y of
t he contributing municipalities may, without the petition required by section 2, on the repor t of a n engineer or surveyor,
pass a by-law for maintaining the work at t he expense of the
lands and roads assessable for such work , and may assess the
lands and roads in any way liable to assessment under t his
Act for t he expense t hereof in the same manner and to the
same e.·<tent, b y the same proceedings and subject to t he same
rights of appeal as are provided with regard to any drainage
wor k constructed under t his Act.
(2) Any such drainage work may in like manner and under Deepening
· t he case o f repa ·trs un d er of
drain so
constructed
th e l1"ke proced ure as prov1"d ed 111
t his section be deepened, widened, extended or provided with
a new outlet for the whole or a ny pa rt thereof. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 246, s. 78.

79.- (1) Where a n engineer or sur veyor is directed by Asscssin~
t he council to make an examination and report under sec tion ~~~~~~,.ror
77 or subsection 2 of section 78, and upon ma ki ng s uch exa m- ~~~1i1~rn~r
ination finds that the cost of c hanging the course of, making a ~:;~~to n
new outlet for or otherwise improving, extending or altering
t he work so t hat it will be of sufficient capacity to carr y off
the water to a sufficient outlet will exceed the amount oi injury
caused or likely to be caused to low-lying lands along the
course of or below t he termination of t he drainage work, then
in lieu of such change of course, new ou t let, improvement,
extension or altera tion or in lieu of a ny work, he lllay in his
report estimate and provide for t he compensation of t he owners of such lands for any injuries susta ined or likely to be
susta ined by reason of no sufficient capacity or s ufficie nt outlet
being provided, a nd he shall in his report determine the
amount to be paid to the respective owners of s uch low-lying
lands in respect of such injuries.
(2) Any owner of such low-lying lands, if dissa t isfied wi th A~ pea l to
t he provision fo r compensat ion made by the report of the re erec
engineer, may a ppeal t herefrom to the referee in manner p rovided by subsect ion 10 of section 8, a nd t he refe ree may hea r
a nd determine such appeal in the ma nner provided by that
subsection. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 79.
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MANDAMUS TO CO:\IPEL REPA IR
Power to
compel
rupairs by

8 0.-(1) Upon reasonable notice in writing from any person or municipality interested in a drainage work who or
whose property is injuriously affected by the condition of the
drainage work, the municipality whose duty it is to maintain
and keep in repair the drainage work, is compellable by mandamus issued by t he referee or other court of competent jurisdiction to exercise the powers and to perform the duties
conferred or imposed upon it by sections 71 to 78, or such of
the said powers as to t he referee or court may seem proper,
and is also liable in pecuniary damages to the person or municipality who or whose property is so injuriously affected.

ApJleal

(2) Any party to such proceedings may by leave of the
referee or of the Court of Appeal or a judge thereof, appeal
to the Court of Appeal from t he decision or judgment of the
referee.

rnanda rnus

Wllh

lea,·e

·ri rnc

(3) A mandamus against the municipality shall not be
moved for until after t he lapse of thirty days from the date of
the service of the notice.

Liability of
municipality for
damages
ca used by
non-repntr

(4) Notwithstand ing anything in subsection 1, the municipality whose duty it is to maintain and keep in repair a
drainage work shall not become liable in pecuniary damages
to any owner of land whose property is injuriously affected by
reason of t he non-repair of the drainage work, until after service by or on behalf of such owner of notice in writing upon
the reeve or clerk of t he municipality, descr ibing with reasonable cer tainty the alleged lack of repair of t he drainage work .

::-..ro li ability
"·here drain
blocked by

(5) The corporation whose duty it is to maintain and keep
in repair a drainage work is not liable in damages for any
injury caused by reason of a drain on t he highway being
blocked by snow or ice and overflowing t he lands of any person without negligence on the part of the corporation. R .S.O.
1950, c. 246, s. 80.

limitation

1-lnow or ice

REPAIRS BY OWNERS
Dntr

or

ow ners as
t o cleoning
out and

tnllintnining
hanks

81.-(1) T he council of any municipality may pass a bylaw or by-laws providing that the owner of every lot or part of
a lot, assessed for benefit, shall clean out the drain and keep it
free from obstructions that may hinder or impede the free
How of the water, and remove therefrom all weeds and br ushwood and keep the banks of the drain in order, to the extent
:111d in manner or proportion and for t he distance determined
by the engineer iu his report, and, where any such owner makes
default in so doing for t hirty days after notice in writing from
the council of the municipali ty, the work may be done by the
council or by any officer appointed by it for the purposes of
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the drain, and the cost thereof, after notice of the same to the
person so making default and liable therefor, shall be placed
on the collector's roll against the lands of such owner and
shall be chargeable against such lands and be collec ted in the
same manner as other municipal or drainage assessment·s .
(2) The engineer or surveyor shall in his report state t he E ngi neer to
portion of the drain already or thereafter to be constructed ~lo~~rtton
that shall be by each owner assessed for benefit, cleaned out
and kept clear and free from obstructions and in good order
as prescribed by this section. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 81.

82.-(1) When any drainage work heretofore or hereafter Persons.
1
constructed becomes obstructed by dams, low bridges, fences, ~g~P0°;8~ r~:~
washing out of private drains, or other obstructions, for which ~~~i~a~e
the land adjoining the drainage work or the owner or person on notice
in possession thereof is responsible, so t hat the free flow of
the water is impeded thereby, the persons owning or occupying the land shall , upon reasonable notice in writing given by
the council o r by an inspector appointed by the council for
the inspection and care of drains, remove such obstructions in
any manner caused as aforesaid and, if not so removed within
the time specified in the notice, the council or the inspector
sha ll forthwith cause the same to be removed.
(2) The council may, by by-law, appoint an inspector for A ppoint .
the purposes mentioned in subsection 1, and shall in the by- ~:;!c~~r
law regulate the fees or other remuneration to be received by
hihl.
(3) If the cost of removing the obstruction is not paid to collection
· · I"1ty b y t h e owner or occupant o f t h e 1an d s 11a
· ble, ot
cost orby
t h e mumc1pa
removnl

forthwith after the completion of the work, the council may ~~~~il~i
pay the same, and the clerk of the municipality shall place
such amount upon the collector's roll against the lands liable,
with 10 per cent added t hereto, and the same shall be collected like other taxes, subject, however, to an appeal to the
judge hy t he owner or occupant, in respect of the cost of the
work. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 82.

83. The council of any municipality may by by-law direct ).rt n~r
lhat the inspector appointed under section 82 shall from time rep airs
to time remove from any drainage work all weeds and br ushwood, fallen timber or other minor obstructions for which the
owner of the lands adjacent to the drainage work may not be
responsible, and the cost of such work shall be chargeable from
t ime to time against the lands assessed for the maintenance of
the drainage work and in the proport ion fixed by the by-la w
authorizing t he drainage work, but it is not necessary to assess
and levy the amount so charged more than once in every five
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ORA INAGF:

years after the passing of such first-men tioned by-law, unless
in the meantillle the total expense incurreu exceeds the sum of
Sl,OOO. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 83; 1954, c. 59, s. 2.
CUTTI NG
f>e n alty for
Injury to
emba nkments. Pte.

E~IBANK~IENTS,

ETC.

8-l. Every person who obstructs, fi lls up or injures any
drainage work, or destroys, cuts, or injures any embankment
of a ny pumping works, or of an y other drainage work, in
add it ion to his liability in civi l damages t herefor, upon t he
complaint of the council of the municipality or of any person
affected by such obstructing, fi lling up, d estroying, cutting,
or injuring, is guilty of an offence and on summary conviction
is liable to a fine of not less t han $5 and not more than $100
a nd is a lso liable to imprisonment for a term of not more t han
six months, and in default of payment of such fine is fu rt her
liable to im prisonment for a term of not more than t hree
months. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 84.
R E~IOVING

Removal of
dams on
constru ction of
work

IIA~KS,

ARTIFICIAL OnSTRUCTIONS

8 5. Where, in the construct ion of any drainage work, any
dam or other art ificial obstruction exists in t he course of or
below the work, and is situate wholly within the municipality
doing the work, the council has power, with the consent of
the owner thereof and of the council or councils of the other
municipalities liable to assessment for the cost of t he work, and
upon payment of s uch purchase money as may be mutually
agreed upon, or in default of such consent or agreement as may
be determined by the referee, to remove the same wholly or
in part, and any amount so paid or payable as purchase
money shall be deemed part of the cost of construction and
be provided for in the assessment by t he engineer or surveyor.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 85.
OPERATING P UMPI NG WORKS

Appointment of
commiasio ners for
pumpin g
works

86.- (1) For the better maintenance of d rainage work by
emban king, pumping or other mechanical operations, the council of the municipality initiating the work may pass by-laws
appointing a commissioner or colllmissioners who have power
to enter into all necessary and proper contracts for the purchase of fuel, erection or repairs of bui ldings, and purchase
and repairs of machinery, and to do a ll other t hings necessary
for successfully operating t he drainage work and for keeping
the embankment thereof in repair as may be set forth in the
by-law appoin ting t hem, and t he council may pass by-laws
for defraying the annual cost of maintaining and operating
the \\'Ork by assessment upon the lands and roads in any way
liable to assessment under this Act.
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(2) Upon the petition of two-thirds of the resident owners Po~'·ers
in the drainage territory, the council of the municipality may ~:~r~;.';a
pass by-laws empowering the commissioner or commissioners ~fo~~~~m ls
a ppointed under this section to use all buildings, machinery
and equipment belonging to and in connection with any drainage pumping works, and to operate the same for such purposes and upon such t erms as may be set forth in such by-laws
but so that the profits or benefits of such user shall accrue to
the owners. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 86.

87. Upon the petition of two-thirds of the persons inter- Ass!J m i u 11
·
ested ·tn any d rawage
wor k constructed b y em ban k'·mg, pump- dramage
works co ning or other mechanical operations, and not constructed by the ~t~~i\~d b>'
municipality, the council of the municipality in which the work Persons
is situate may assume the work and maintain and operate it, in
the same manner and to the same extent as if such drainage
work had been constructed under this Act, but at the cost of
the lands and roads liable to be assessed for the work. R.S.O.
1950, c. 246, s. 87.
DEBENTURES FOR MAINTENANCE

88.-(1) Where the maintenance of any drainage work is Power to
so expensive that the municipal council liable therefor deems t~~~ 1~~c n
it inexpedient to levy the cost thereof in one year, the council ~:fn~~ ~~
may {>ass a by-law to borrow, upon the debentures of the ance
municipality, the amount necessary for the work, or its proportion thereof, and shall assess and levy upon the lands and
roads liable therefor a special rate sufficient for the payment
of the debentures.
(2) Where such debentures are issued for work done under Time at.
section 77, the debentures shall be payable within twenty b'eh~f.~r~:to
years from the date thereof, and where such debentures are be paya ble
issued for the cost of repairs undertaken under any other provision the debentures shall be payable within seven years from
the date thereof.
(3) The Mtmicipal Drainage Aid Act applies to any deben- Appllca tures issued under any by-law passed under this section that ~{~s.c3~ I~Go.
has before its final passing been published or of which the rate- cc. 253 · 2 '~ 0
payers have been notified in the manner provided by this Act
or which has after its passing been promulgated under The
Municipal Act. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 88.
PAYING UA C K ADVANCES

R epnyment

or a d vnnec~<
•
•
89. f \ ny money t Itat I1as 1ueen or hereafter ts adva nced by from genmd
'I
f
·
·
I'
f
·
t hc counct o any muutctpa tty out o tts general funds for rfunds
eceiptonor
the purposes of any dr<~inage work in anticipation of the lcvics~:~,t~-
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a nd collections therefor shall be repaid into the general funds
of the municipality as soon as the money fi rst derived from
t he assessment is collected. R.S.O. 1950., c. 246, s. 89.
MUNI CIPALITY ASSUMING AWARD DRAI NS

~~~;rd~~lns

90. Upon a petition presented to t he council of a ny municipality as provided for in section 2 having within the area
~~oro. ion · described therein any drain constructed under The Ditches
wit
.\
cthin t his and Watercourses "I ct or any ot her A ct provt'd'mg f or assessment in work, signed by a majority of the owners interested
in such di tch or drain, the council may assume the same and
proceed thereon in the same manner and to the same extent
as for the construction of any drainage work under this Act,
and the passing of the by-law under this Act is in every such
case a bar to any further proceedings upon the award or under
the Act upon which the award is based. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246,
s. 90.

co~s tr~t~<b

COST OF REF EI{ENCE AND INCIDENTAL EXPENSES
E xpenses to
be deemed
pRrt or the
C'08t or the
work

91. Except where otherwise provided by this Act , the cost
of any reference had in connection with the construction or
maintenance of any drainage work, the cost of the publication
or service of by-laws, and all other expenses incidental to the
construction or maintenance of the work and the passing of
the by-laws, shall be deemed part of the cost of the work and
shall be included in the amount to be raised by local rate on
all lands and roads liable therefor. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 91.
LANDLORD AND TENANT

Tenn nt'a
covenant to
pa y taxes.
when to
tnotude
drnln op:e

l\88ess-

rn en ts

92. Any agreement on t he part of a ny tenant to pay the
rates or taxes in respect of the d emised lands does not include
the charges and assessments for any drainage work unless the
agreement in express terms so provides; but in cases of contract to purchase or of leases giving the lessee an option to
purchase, the charges and assessments for drainage work in
connection with which proceedings were commenced under
this Act, after the date of the contract or lease, and which have
been already paid by the owner, shall be added to the price
and shall be paid by the purchaser or the lessee in case he
exercises his option to purchase ; but the amount still unpaid
on the cost of the work or repair and charged against the lands
shall be borne by the purchaser unless otherwise provided by
the conveyance or agreement. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 92.
DRAINAGE REFEREES

Re ferees.
n ppoln tment

93.- (1) The Lieutenant Governor in Council from time
to time may appoint two referees for the purpose of the drain-
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age laws ; that is to say, Tlze Ontario Drainage Act, the provi- R.~;?·
sions of this Act and a ny other Acts and parts of Acts on the c.
same subjec t.
To be

1887.

officers f)f

(2) The referees are officers of the Supreme Court.

~~~~tme

(3) They shall be barristers of at least ten years standing Qualffl.
at the Bar of Ontario.
cation

(4) They shall hold office by the same tenure as official ~·~~~~re or
referees under Tire Judicnt1ere Act.
R.s.o. 19r.o.
l'· l97
(5) They shall not practise as solicitors or barristers in any Not to
matter arising under t his Act, nor act as legal agents or advis- r>ractiRe
ers in any such matter,
(6) They shall each be paid a salary of such amount as may saJar)'
be appropriated by the Legislature for t he purpose, not exceeding $3,500 a year, to be paid monthly, together with their
reasonable travelling expenses.
(7) One of such referees shall exercise all the rights, powers, Jurisdleprivileges and jurisdiction conferred upon him by this Act or taon
any other Act or Acts in the counties of Stormont, Dundas
and G lengarry, Prescott and Russell, Leeds and Grenville,
Frontenac, Lennox and Addington, Prince Edward, Hast ings,
Northumberland and Durham, Victoria, Haliburton, Peterborough, Renfrew, Lanark, Carleton, and the other referee
shall exercise all rights, powers, privileges and jurisdiction
conferred upon him by this Act or any other Act or Acts in
all the other counties and districts in Ontario.
(8) Where either of the referees is absent or owing to illness Absence or
or other cause is unable to act, or where the office of either Illness
referee is vacant, the remaining referee shall act and has
jurisdiction as referee over the whole Province until the
vacancy is filled or the other referee is able to act. R.S.O.
1950, c. 246, s. 93.

94. The Lieutenant Governor in Council instead of ap- Municipal
pointing referees under section 93 may designate the Ontario ~~~1e~!Y
Municipal Board as the referee. R.S .O. 1950, c. 246, s. 94.
95.- (1) The referee has the powe rs of an official referee Referee to
under The Jud-icature Act and The Arbitrat1'ons Act and of a rbi- g~~~ ~<tn'6~~
t rators under any former enactments relating to drainage ~~~~~eR.s.o.
works.
}~so, cc. 1n1.
(2) In respect to all applications and proceedings before Addltlonnl
him or that may come before him under this Act or any powers
former Act relating to drainage works, he has the powers of a
judge of the Supreme Court including the production of books
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and papers, the amendment of notices of appeal and of
notices of claims for compensation or damages, and of all other
notices and proceed ings, and he may correct errors, or supply
omissions, fix the time and place of hearing, appoint the time
for his inspection, summon to his aid engineers, surveyors or
other experts, and regulate and direct all matters incident to
the hearing, trial and decision of the matters before him so as
to do complete justice between the parties, and he may also
grant an injunction or a mandamus in any matter before him
under this Act.
Power to
d e termine
va lid ity of
proceedings
and amend
report

(3) The referee has power, subject to appeal as hereinafter
provided, to determine the validity of all petitions, resolutions, reports, provisional or other by-laws, whether objections
thereto have been stated as grounds of appeal to him or not,
and to amend and correct any provisional by-law in question,
and, with the engineer's consent and upon evidence given, to
amend the report in such manner as may be deemed just, and
upon such terms as may be deemed proper for the protection
of a ll parties interested, and, if necessary by reason of such
amendments, to change t he gross amount of any assessment
made against any municipality, but in no case shall he assume
the duties conferred by this Act upon the court of revision or
a county judge. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 95.

Interlocutory applications

96. All interlocutory applications for any of the purposes
mentioned in subsection 2 of section 95 shall be made to the
referee and his order thereon is final and conclusive. R.S.O.
1950, c. 246, s. 96.
APPEALS FROM ASSESSMENT

Notice of
appeal rro m
assessment
to be tiled

97. A copy of the notice of appeal by any municipality
from the report, plans, specifications, assessments, and estimates of an engineer or surveyor or from a provisionally
adopted by-law, with a n affidavit of service thereof shall,
within the time limited by this Act for the service of the same,
be filed in the office of the clerk of the county court of .the
county or union of counties in which the drainage work commenced. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 97.

Amendment
of by-law to
carry out
decision or
referee

98. The by-law of the initiating municipality and of any
other municipalities interested shall be amended so as to incorpora te and carry into effect the decision or report of the
referee or such decision or report as varied on appeal, as the
case may be. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 98.

tP Pitcat/~n

99.- (1) Subject to section 100, applications to set aside,

law, re port,
eto.

f
. ·
f
1 ·
f
vaI'd'
1 1ty o any petitiOn, report o an engmeer, reso ution o a

d~~a:! b~- declare void or otherwise directly or indirectly to attack the
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council , by-law provisionally adopted or finall y passed relating
to a drainage work as hereinbefore defined, as well as all proceedings to determine claims and disputes arising between
municipalities or between a company and a municipality or
between individuals and a municipality, company or individual
in respect of anything done or required to be done und er this
Act or consequent thereon, or by reason of negligence, or for a
mandamus or injunction , shall be made to and shall be heard
and tried by the referee, who shall hear and determine the
same and give his decision and his reasons therefor.
(2) If the referee thinks that nny proceeding under sub- 'l'rlalt by
section 1 could be more conveniently heard and tried by a f~g;ey
county judge he may in his discretion request the county judge
to hear and try such matter or proceeding, and any county
judge acting upon such request has a ll the jurisdiction of the
referee under this Act.
(3) Proceedings for the deter mination of claims and dis- Proceedings
putes a nd for the recovery of damages by reason of negli- !flt~0t~~- by
gence, or by way of compensation or otherwise, or for a man- notke
damus or an injunction, under this section, shall be instituted
by serving ten clear days notice setting forth the grounds of
the claim for damages or compensation or a mandamus or an
injunction as the case may be upon all persons concerned.
(4) A copy of the notice with an affidavit of service thereof ~o~l~e to
shall be fil ed with the clerk of the county court of the county co~nt;
in which the land is situate and the notice shall be fi led and court
ser ved within two years from the ti me the cause of complaint
a rose.

be

(5) All affidavits intended to be used in suppor t of a motion Atftdavlts to
shall be fi led with the clerk of the county court not less than ~r~::d
five days before the return day of the motion.
motion

(6) Subject to section 100, no application or proceeding Application
within the meaning of this section shall be made or instituted ~o:d~oo~erotherwise than as herein provided.
wise
(7) \\1here the amount awarded upon a claim for damag-es costs on
a rising out of a drainage work docs not exceed $60, the coslsg~~~~~~~~~
a llowed to the pla intiff shall be on the division court scale so ~?~18~~ 11
far as the same is applicable.
court sculo
(8) Where the amount awarded is upon a claim for dam- costs In
. f
.
award or
ages by reason o f t he non-repa1r o a dramage work, the costs damages ror
a llowed shall be on the division court sc.'l le. R.S.O. 1950, non-repnr
c. 246, s. 99.

100.-( l) \Vhere an action is brought or is pending- and the Actions may
court in which the same is brought or is pending or a judgc~r:::·~~
thereof is of opinion that th e relief sought therein is properly rerorN·
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the s ubject of :\ proceeding under this Act or that the same
may be more conveniently tried before and disposed of by
the referee, the court or judge may, on the application of
either party, at any stage of t he action make a n order transferring it to the rderee on such terms as may be deemed just,
and t he referee s hall t hereafter give directions for the continuance of the action before him, which shall be as far as
practicable in conformity with the provisions of this Act as
to proceedings by a notice of motion, and subject to t he order,
a ll costs shall be in his d iscretion.
~'ffi~~r;~on

(2) This section applies only where the action is brought
within t he period limited by this Act for taking proceedings
on notice. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 100.

g~~~s~~~ of
~p~enl to be

101. T he decision of the referee in a ll applications and proceedings under th is Act, not otherwise provided for as being
final and conclusive between the parties, is subject to appeal
to the Court of Appeal and its decision thereon is final, conclusive and bi nding upon a ll parties to the application or other
proceeding. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 101.

nn

ABSe881ng
damages
and costs
payable by
municipalities

102.-( 1) Save as provided by subsections 2, 3 and 4 all
damages and costs payable by a municipali ty and arising from
proceedings taken under this Act shall be levied pro rata upon
the lands and roads in any way assessed for the drainage work
according to the assessment thereof for construction or maintenance, and may be assessed, levied and collected in the same
manner as ra tes assessed, levied and collected for maintenance
under this Act.

:\lunlclpallty In
defaul t may
be ordered
to pay
damages
and costs

(2) Where such damages and costs become payable owing
to any improper action, neglect, default or omission on the
part of the council of any municipality or of any of its officers
in the construction of the drainage work or in carrying out
the provisions of this Act, the referee or court may direct that
the whole or any part of such damages and costs shall be
borne by the municipality and be payable out of the general
funds thereof.

Jn cases of
settlement

(3) Where in any s uch proceedings by or against a municipality an amicable settlemen t is arrived at and carried out by
the advice of counsel, the damages and costs payable under the
terms of the settlement by any municipality shall be borne
and paid as directed by the referee on application to him on
behnlf of the council of the municipality or a ny owner of
lands assessed for the construction or maintenance of the
dminage work, and in making such d irection the referee sha ll
have regard to t he provisions of subsection 2.

Sec. 104 (2)
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(4) \Vhere in the opinion of the referee damages and costs Where e'have become payable by reason of the insufficiency of the ~~~~~~·~gr
capacity or outlet of a drainage work and it is necessary in iie0[e~sarv
order to prevent a continunnce of such damage to improve,
·
extend or alter the dra inage work, the referee may by his
report permit the council of the municipali ty to add such
damages and costs to the engineer's estimate of the cost of any
such improvement, extension or a lteration, and in such case
the engineer shall include the amount of such damages and
costs in his estimate of such cost a nd the same shall thereafter
be assessed , levied and collected as if it were part of the actual
cost of the drainage work. R .S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 102.
CROSSING RAILWAY LANDS

103.- (1) \Vhen by t he report of an engineer or surveyor, Carrying
dra inage works are proposed to be carried upon, along, under rh~~~gh
Or acrOSS the la nds Of any railway COmpany, the COUncil f:~~J's~Y
initiating the scheme shall serve the railway company with a sreervicte
por . eotfc. ,
copy of the report, plans, specifications, assessments or other on company
estimates of the engineer or surveyor of the proposed works,
a nd the company so served shall a t any time within three weeks
after such service have a right to a ppeal to the referee upon
any question arising in connection with that portion of the
drain or drainage work upon, along, under or across its ra ilway or lands.
(2) Upon any appeal under subsection 1, the referee shall J~rispiction
hear and adjudicate upon all questions raised in the notice of gn r;P~;;I
appeal, may amend the report appealed from and make such
order in the premises as may be deemed just.
(3) The costs of such appeal are in the discretion of the Costs or
referee. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 103.
appea l
PROCEEDI NG W ITH REFERENCE

104.-(1) The referee at any time after an appeal or ref- ~~~~~e~r~
erence is made to him as hereinbefore provided, may give cedure
directions for the filing or serving of objections and defences
to such appeal or reference a nd for the production of documents and otherwise, a nd may give an appointment to any
party to the appeal or reference, to proceed therewith at
such place and time and in such manner as to him may seem
proper, but unless the pa rties otherwise consent the hearing
shall be in the county or one of the cou nties in which the
drainage work or proposed drai nage work is situate or in which
lands arc assessed.
(2) The clerk of the county court is the clerk of the court ctcrl> or
of the referee, and shall take charge of a nd file all the exhibi ts, court
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and is entitled to the same fees for filings and for hif; !'erviccs
and for certified copies of decisions or reports as for similar
services in the county court.
1-'ceR O(

(3) The clerk is entitled to such fees as the referee may
direct, not exceeding S4 per day for his a ttendance at the
court, and such fees shall be included in the costs and shall be
borne and paid as the referee may direct.

To be paid
In money

(4) The fees payable to the clerk shall be paid in money
and not in stamps.

nereree's
clerk

(5) In the absence of the clerk of the county court the
referee may a ppoint the referee's clerk or some other person
to act as clerk for the purpose of the trial and for taking
charge of and filing a ll exhibits, and the person so appointed
while so acting has the same power and is entitled to ' the
same fees as the clerk of the county court would have and be
entitled to if personally present.

S ubpoenne

(6) Subprenas for the attendance of witnesses at the hearing, tested in the name of the referee, may be issued by the
clerk of the county court of the county in which the case is
to be heard.

Shorthand
w riter

(7) Two or more shorthand writers may from time to time
be appointed by the Lieutenant Governor in Council to report
hearings or trials before the referee, and every such officer
shall be deemed to be an officer of the Supreme Court, and
shall be paid in the same manner as shorthand writers in the
Supreme Court arc paid and the sections of The Judicature
Act respecting shorthand writers apply to any shorthand writer
appointed under this Act. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 104.

clerk

n.s.o.
1960.
1 97

c.

\Vhen
referee
proceeds on
view or
specia l
knowledge

1 0 5. When the referee proceeds partly on view or on any
special knowledge or skill possessed by him, he shall put
in writing a statement of the same sufficiently full to allow the
Court of Appeal to form a judgment of the weight which
should be given thereto, and he sha ll state as part of his reasons
the effect given by hin1 to such statement. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246,
s. 105.

C lerk to
forward
notice of
filing

106 . The decision or report of the referee with the evidence, exhibits, and statement, if any, of inspection or of
technical knowledge and the reason for his decision shall be
filed in the office of the clerk of the county court, a nd notice
of the filing shall forthwith be given by the clerk, by post or
otherwise, to th e solicitors of the parties appea ring by solicitor, and to other parties not represented by a solicitor, and
also to the clerk of the nlllllicipality or other corporation.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s . 106.

Sec. 113
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107. A copy of the decision or report certified by th e Report to be
referee or clerk aforesaid, shall be sent or delivered to the ~~"e~~~ clerk
clerk of every municipality interested in the drainage work in ~a~n~i
question upon receipt of the s um chargeable therefor, as here- interested
inbefore provided, and shall be kept on fi le as a public document of the municipality. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 107.
10 8. The decision or report of the referee shall be in the Dect~ton 1o
form of an order for judgment and may be delivered as deci- ~r ~~~d~~!·~~r
sions by the judges of the Supreme Court are, and need not judgment
be in the form of a report, and unless appealed from to the
Court of Appeal, as herein provided, judgment may be entered
in the proper office without any further or other application
or order. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 108.
109. ·when an appointmen t is given by the referee for use or court
· o f any matter un d er t h'ts A ct ·111 any mumetpa
· • I'tty house
t h e I1eanng
wherein a court house is situated, he has in a ll respects the
same authority as a judge of the Supreme Court in regard to
the use of the court house, or other place or apartments set
apart in the county for the administration of justice. R.S.O.
1950, c. 246, s. 109.
110 . Sheriffs, deputy sheriffs, constables and other peace Sheriffs, etc .
· an d o bey t 11e re feree ·tn t he excrctsc
. referee,
to asstst
o ffi cers s I1aII a 'd
t , asstst
of the jurisdiction conferred by th is Act whenever required ~~~s thereso to do, and shall, upon the certificates of the referee, be paid
be the county or counties interested, like fees as for similar
services at the sittings of the Supreme Court for the trial of
causes. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 110.
111. Except as othen,·ise provided in this Act and subject Rules and
..
. f or t Ite ttme
.
practice
to t I1e provtstons
t I1ereof , t he ru Ies an d prncttce
being of the Supreme Court sha ll be followed so far as they
are applicable. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 111.
112. In cases brought before the referee in pursua nee of ~jj~;nb~1ore
the powers conferred by this Act, or by any other Ac t, the refer;e R
eedd
1
evidence taken before him need not be filed, and need only ~~;,...fue~
be written out at length by the shor tha11d writer if required out
by the referee or by any parties to the reference, and if required
by any of the parties to the reference, copies sha ll be furnished
upon such terms as may be fixed by the Lieutenant Governor
in Council. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 112.
113 . Costs shall be taxed by the referee, or he ma\' direct Tnxutton
.
. \\'Ill
· I of co~t,.
taxatto11
t Itereo f b y t Ite c Ier k· o f t I1e county court
whom the papers arc filed, or by any taxing officer of tlw
Supreme Court. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 113.
t I1e
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Fees. how
Lo l>e pa id

114. Fees shall be paid in stamps or otherwise in the same
manner as in the case of other proceedings in such courts
respectively, until other provision is made in that behalf by
competent authority. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 114.

Fees on
trial

115. To provide a fund for or towards the payment of the
referee's salary and other expenses, there shall be further
payable a sum which shall be deter mined by the referee and
mentioned in his decision or report or in a subsequen t repor t;
but such sum shall not exceed t he rate of $4 a day for every
full day the t rial occupies, and shall be paid in stamps by one
or the other of the parties, or distributed bet\\'een or among
the pa rties as the referee directs. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 115.

Reports to
be stam ped

116. The decision or repor t of the referee shall not be
given out until stamped with the necessary stamps. R.S.O.
1950, c. 246, s. 116.

T ime for
a ppealing
to Cour t
<>f Appeal

117 .- (1) T he decision or report of the referee, on any
a ppeal or reference under this Act, or in any action or proceed ing transferred or referred to him under this Act is binding and conclusive upon all parties thereto, unless appec'lled
from to the Cour t of Appeal within one month after the fi ling
thereof, or within such further t ime as t he referee or the Court
of Appeal or a j udge t hereof may allow, save as otherwise
provided by this Act in any case where it is decla red that t he
decision of the referee is fin al.

Procedure

(2) T he decision or report may be appealed against to the
Court of Appeal in the same manner as from a decision of a
judge of the Supreme Court sitting in court. R .S.O. 1950,
c. 246, s. 117.

Ml':-I!C il'AL DRAI:-IAGE

Sec. 114

R ULES AND TARIFF OF COSTS
R ules by
R ules
Commi Ltee

R.S.O. 1960,

c. 197

Referee m a y
make r ule.;

118. Subject to the a pproval of the Lieutenant Governor in
Council, the Rules Committee has the same a uthori ty to make
general r ules with respect to proceedings before the referee and
a ppea ls from him as it bas with respect to proceedings under
The Judicature Act, a nd section 111 of that Act applies thereto.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 118.
119. Subject to any s uch general rules the referee has
power, with the a pproval of the Lieute nant Governor in
Council, to frame rules regulating the practice and procedure
to be foll owed in a ll proceedings before him under this Act,
and also to fram e tar iffs of fees in cases not otherwise provided
for. R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, s. 119.

Sec. 120
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120. Until other provisions a re mnde under sections 118 Taritr or
county court
an d 11 9 , t I1e tan"ff o f t I1e county court .IS t I1e tan.ff o f costs an d adopted
of fees and disbursements for solicitors and officers under this~natd~rules
Act and t he referee has the power to fix counsel fees. R.S.O.
1950, c. 246, s. 120.
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FORM 1
(Section 3)
FORM OF PETITION FOR DRAINAGE WORK

The petition of the majority in number of the resident and non-resident
persons (exclusive of farmers' sous not actual owners), as shown by the
last revised assessment roll of the township of .............................................. ..
in the county of ........................................................................ to be the owners
of the lands to be benefited within the township, and hereinafter described,
sheweth as follows:
Your petitioners request that the area of land within the township and
being described as follows: Jots numbered 1 to 10 inclusive in the first
concession; lots Jetteretl A to H inclusive in the second concession; north·
west halves of lots numbered 4 to 12 inclusive in the third concession; the
side-road between lots numbered 7 and 8 in the first concession, and the
road allowance between concessions 1 and 2 and between 2 aJJd 3 (as lM
case may be, or describing the area by metes and bDUnds), may be drained
by means of:
I. A drain or drains.

2. Deepening, straightening, widening, clearing of obstructions or
otherwise improving the stream, creek or watercourse, known as (n4me or
other general designation).

3. Lowering the water of lake ........................................ or the pond known
as (name or other general designation), (or by any or all of said means).

And your petitioners will ever pray:

R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, Form 1.

FORM 2
(Section ZJ)
FORM OF BY-LA W

A by-Jaw to provide for drainage work in the ........................................ of
........................ in th e county of .................................... and for borrowing on
the credit of the municipality, the sum of ................................ for completing
the same (or the stun of ................................ the proportion to be ctmtributed by
said municipality for completing the same).
Provisionally adopted the ........................ day of ........................, 19...... .
Whereas the majority in number of the resident a nd non-resident
owners (exclusive of farmers' sons not actua l owners), as shown by the last
revised assessment roll, of the property hereinafter set forth to be benefited
by drainage work (as the case may be) have petitioued the council of the
.................................... of ..... ............................... praying that (here set DUt the
purport of the petition, describing gmerally the lands and roads to he benefited).
And whereas, thereupon the council has procured an examination,
to be made by .................................... , being a person competent for such
purpose, of the area proposed to be dra ined and the means suggested
for the drainage thereof, and of other lands and roads liable to assessment

Form 2

MUNICIPAL DRAINAGE

Chap. 252

under The Aftmici pal Drm:nage Act, and has also procured pla ns, specifications and estimates of the drainage work to be made by ................................. .
and an assessment to be made by him of the lands a nd roads to be benefited
by such drainage work, and of other lands and roads liable for contribution
thereto, statio~ as nearly as he can the proportion of benefit, outlet liability
and injuring hability, which, in his opinion, will be deri ved or incurred in
consequence of such drainage work by every road and lot, or portion of lot,
the assessment so made being the assessment hereinafter by this by-law
enacted to be assessed and levied upon the roads and lots, or parts of lots
hereinafter in that behalf specially set forth and described; and the report
of ............................ in respect thereof, and of the drainage work being :~s
follows: (here set out the report of lite engineer or swTeyor emplo)•cd).
And whereas the council is of opinion that the drainage of the area
described is desirable:
Therefore the council of the .................................... of ..................................,
pursuant to The l.fttm'cipal Drainage Act, enacts as follows:
1st. T he report, plans, specifications, assessments and estima tes arc
hereby adopted, and t he drainage work as therein indicated and set forth
sha ll be made and constructed in accordance therewith.
2nd. The reeve (or ma)•or) of the .................................... may borrow on
the credit of the corporation of t he .............................. of ............................ ..
the sum of ........................ dollars, being the funds necessary for the work not
otherwise provided for (or being the municipality's proportion of the funds
necessary for the work), and may issue debentu res of the corporation to
that amount in sums of not less than $50 each, and payable within .......... ..
years from the date of the said debentures with interest at the rate of ...... ..
per cent per annum: (insert tl~ manner of payment annually and whether
with or without coupons, and if Ihe latter, omilllte las/ clause of this paragraph)
such debentures to be payable at ............................ , and to have attached
to them coupons for the payment of interest.
3rd. For paying the sum of ($410), the amount charged against such
lands and roads for benefit, and the sum of ($108), the amount charged
against such lands and roads for outlet liability, ancl the sum of ($135), the
amount charged against such lands and roads for injuring liability, apart
from lands and roads belonging to or controlled by the municipality, and
for covering interest thereon for ................................ years, at the rate of
................ per cent per a nnum, the follo·wing total special rates over and
above all ot her rates shall be assessed, levied and collected (in the same
manner a nd at t he same time as other taxes are levied and collected) upon
and from the undermentioned Jots and parts of lots and roads, and the
amount of the total special rates and interest against each lot or part of
lot respectively shall be divided into ........................ equal parts, and one
such par t shall be assessed, levied and collected as aforesaid, in each year,
for ........................ years, after the final passing of this by-law, during which
the debentures have to run.
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4
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9

9
9
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23 00
10 00

8000

13 00

ISO 00
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5 00

13 00

W.t5
.\'.i 6
50
.\' · E. l& } t 50

40 00

25 00

70 00

.\'.F

Total.................................. ..

S c.

24 00

200
100
100

Total for benefit................
"
outlet................. .
"
injuring..............
Roods (and la nds) of
municipality............... ...

I s c.

$ c.
tOO 00
50 00
30 00

4 10 00 108 00 1.15 00
108 00
135 00
100 00

$753 00

4th. For paying the sum of ($100), the amount assessed against such
roads and lands of the municipality, and for covering interest thereon
for .................... years at t he ra te of .................... per cent per a nnum, a
specia l rate in the dolla r, sufficient to produce t he required yearly a mount
t herefor shall, over and above a ll other rates, be levied and collected (iu
t he same manner and a t the same t ime as other taxes are levied and collected) upon and from the whole rateable property in the ............................
of ................................ in each year for ...................... yea rs, after the fina l
passing of this by-law, during which the debentures ha,·e to rJn.
5th. This by-law shall be published once in every week for four consecutive weeks in the ........................................ , newspaper, published in
the town of ......................................... (or printed and served or mailed as
prescribetf), and shall come into force upon and a fter the final passin~
thereof, and may be cited as the " ......................... ................... By-law".

R.S.O. 1950, c. 246, Form 2.

